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Biology freshman Jen Strauss stdrts the first class of her first quarter of Cal Poly at 8 a.m. Monday morning, surrounded by 
other new faces /  Daily photo by Scott Robinson
Exploring that maze they call college
T h e annual flood  o f  new  faces has 
w ashed on to  cam pus, and at least one  
o f  them  is taking it all in stride
By Lisa M. Hansen
PoilYfesistoni Monoging fditw ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________
Feeling more like a salmon swimming 
upstream than a student on the first day 
of class, biology freshman Jen Strauss 
wandered into the Fisher Science build­
ing, where she was promptly greeted by 
an overflowing room of Biology 151 hope- 
f* 1Strauss T m  not nerrous, but |
wanl everything to work ^ _
patiently waiting for the traffic jam in 
the hallway to clear, listening intently to 
the usual details professors review at the 
beginning of the quarter and wondering 
if she’d be able to find her next class.
The petite, blond-haired Tracy, Calif, 
native sat calm and collected among 
some 75 other clamoring, paper-shuffling 
students during the 8 a.m. lecture Mon­
day.
See FRESHMEN, page 15
By David Beord
Associated Press
P O R T -A U -P R IN C E , 
Haiti — The motorcade 
roared up to Haitian army 
headquarters Wednesday 
carrying the top U.S. 
general in Haiti with a 
message for the country’s 
military rulers: Stop beat­
ing up your people.
Another 1,000 U.S. 
military police flew in to 
help back up Lt. Gen.
Henry Hugh Shelton’s 
words. Thousands of people 
at the seaport cheered as 
Bradley Fighting Vehicles 
clanked off a ship ramp 
onto the docks and rode 
through the ca p ita l’ s 
streets.
Haitian police sheathed 
the clubs they had used 
Tuesday m full view of 
American troops. They still 
shoved and threatened 
people, and in one case
hurtled through a crowd in 
a van to break up a 
demonstration.
“Get out of the way! I’m 
going to kick your butt!" 
one policeman shouted. He 
was pushing one of at least 
5,000 Haitians who have 
been drawn to the U.S. 
beachheads here.
The encounter between 
S helton  and H aitian  
military leader Lt. Gen. 
Raoul Cedras dramatized
the tensions between 
American and Haitian sol­
diers.
Shelton, in an interview 
with The Associated Press, 
said there were limits to 
the U.S. mission. “I don’t 
think we can be expected to 
change the culture over­
night,” he said. “We cer­
tainly cannot police 100 
percent of Haiti. It’s a 
rather large area.”
See HAITI, page 19
Influx of new students crowds already busy campus
By Cynthia L. Webb
Doily ^sistont Monoging Editof
Cars jam Cal Poly’s 
parking lots and hoards of 
students swarm across 
campus to get to class on 
time.
While it may seem more 
students are on campus 
this fall, the hustle and 
bustle of this past week 
may just be a sign that 
school is back in session.
See ENROLLMENT, page 11
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New franchises 
add spice to 
campus dining
By Lisa M. Hansen 
and Cynthia L. Webb
Doily Assistont MonoQinQ fditois
U.S. general acts against Haitian brutality
Student dining got a face lift over the summer with 
the addition of two national restaurant franchises at the 
newly remodeled University Dining Complex.
Two franchises — Chick-fil-A and Long John Silver’s 
— opened on campus in August. Three other new eateries 
now have a home in the The Avenue, fonTierly the Snack 
Bar.
The chicken and fish restaurants are coupled with 
Tapango’s Super, the City Deli and Cowboy Grub. Stu­
dents can choose from a menu at The Avenue similar to 
the one at the old Snack Bar — including hamburgers, 
sandwiches, burritos and frozen yogurt.
Although students with a general meal plan cannot 
use their meal card at The Avenue, students can sign up 
for a “super” meal plan which allows them to use $160 a 
year at the eateries, according to Associate Director of 
Campus Dining Alan Cushman.
“Because of the licensing agreements, we would have 
had to increase the cost of meal plans (to use meal 
cards),” Cushman said. “We didn’t feel it was in the best 
interest of our customers.”
Negotiations for the eateries began nearly two years 
ago, he said. Both are restaurant chains based in the 
southeastern United States. The dining complex was 
closed winter, spring and nearly all of summer quarter 
for the remodeling of the building, he said.
Cushman said with the completion of The Avenue, the 
major redesign of the food service program on campus is 
nearly finished. The total bill of the redesign —
See FRANCHISES, page 5Photo IDs aim for added convenience
State-of-the-art cards projected to 
replace existing system by June 1995
By Qndy Utter
Doiy Stofi Wiitei_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Students who still have their tattered identification 
cards from their first year at Cal Poly will soon have a 
chance to get a new picture ID — like it or not.
The university now has a new, state-of-the-art photo 
ID system and June 1995 is the target date for having all 
old student IDs replaced, according to Megan Boragine, 
project manager for Photo ID Services.
New students are having their photo IDs taken this 
month in UU 208A. Schedules listing the times for stu­
dents to take their photo for their new IDs are posted in 
the library, Rec Center, residence halls and at other spots 
around campus.
In addition to the fliers, students with a meal plan will 
be reminded to get their IDs when they purchase food 
with their meal cards. If it’s time for a student to get a 
new ID, a message will appear to the cashier at the 
register, who will then inform the student, said Associate 
Campus Dining Director Alan Cushman.
Returning students who have old IDs will be last on
See INDENTIFICATIONS, page 2
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48  school days remaining in fa ll cjuarter.
TODAY^S WEATHER: Partly cloudy, 15 mph winds, warm & humid. 
TOMORROW'S WEATHER: Morning fog, partly cloudy 
Today's high/low: 78 / 56 Tomorrow's h i^ /lo w : NA / 55
Morro Bay Beach Clean-up and Barbecue
Interested parties meet at Vista Grande Restau­
rant at 9 a.m. Saturday.
riiis weekend's event is sponsored by Circle K 
International, a com m unity service organization 
involved in weekly projects.
For more info, cd l Janet Kwock —  756 -4292
TO D AY
Lecture* ".M casurement of Tropical C i^rrus Cdoud Icc Particles and Applications to Cdimatc," Sept. 22, Science F.-45, 11 a.m 
Women's Week • First meeting to plan next year's event. Sept. 29, U.U. 218, 11 a.m. to noon.
UPCOM ING
Help needed • Volunteers w'amed for Kathleen Hrt)wn's campaign for governor. For more info, call the C'alifornia Democratic Party — 547-0615/ 547-0624
Student Community Services • Volunteer orientation meeting, C'humash east wing. Sept. 28, 6 p.m. — 756-5834 
Fraternity Rush • Sept. 29 - Oct. 12. For more info, call Walt Lambert — 756-2476
Casino Night • ('hiñese Students Association, C'hum;ish Auditorium, Sept. 20, 7 p.m. - midnight — 543-5946
Agendo Items: c /o  Gndy Webb, Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 —  Fox: 756-6784
IDENTIFICATIONS: Poly students wait in long lines for new cards
From page 1
the list for the new cards. For security reasons, stu­
dents are required to turn in their old IDs when 
they receive the new ones, Boragine said.
But students with expired temporary IDs or old 
photo IDs are not to panic, Boragine said. Students 
will not be denied any services as long as they have 
a fall quarter sticker on their card.
Mechanical problems last week caused Photo ID 
Services to stop issuing new IDs for two days, 
Boragine said. Problems on Tuesday night also 
forced Photo ID Services to close and take names of 
students in line, she said.
“It’s a brand new system,” Boragine said. “Its 
relatively new technology.
“It’s like anything that’s new. Sometimes we hit 
some bumps in the road.”
The whole process takes about three minutes 
and students walk away with a new ID, Boragine 
said.
Photo ID Services has extended their hours from 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday through Wednesday, and 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Thursday and Friday in
order to accommodate the influx of students.
Besides an updated look, the new ID card is 
much more versatile. It has a magnetic stripe 
which makes it possible to use as a meal card, a 
campus express card, a library card and a recrea­
tion card, Boragine said.
In the future, the new ID card may be used for 
electronic parking access and establishing kiosks, 
where students can check their own accounts, 
records and grades with just the swipe of a card, 
Cushman said.
“It is not a credit card,” Boragine said. “But 
there is a definite possibility that it could one day 
be used as an ATM card.”
Florida State University already has an ID card 
that can be used as an ATM card as well as a cam­
pus card, she added.
Cushman said the transition to a new ID system 
will save a lot of time and labor in the long run.
But while administrators are looking forward to 
the new cards, students say they have mixed feel­
ings.
“It’s a real good idea, but they need to do some­
thing about the four-hour lines to get one,” said 
construction management sophomore Chris Pichar­
do. “The students looked like they were camped out 
there. The University Union was full.”
"It's 0 real good idea, but they need to do 
something about the four-hour lines to get one."
Chris Pichardo
Construction m o n o ge m en t sophomore
However, Pichardo said he was not too con­
cerned about the new cards giving out too much in­
formation about himself.
“Our social security number tells them every­
thing about us anyway,” he said.
Industrial engineering sophomore Aimee Wel- 
shan said she hopes Cal Poly does not decide to 
change the ID card system again while she’s here.
“You have to go all out of your way to get it,” she 
said. But she added that at least she will not have 
to take her driver’s license everywhere with her 
once she has a new ID.
ÍP
Students wait in line at the U.U. to say 'cheese' For new 
Cal Poly ID cards /  Daily photo by Scott Robinson.
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A dtshncbveiy fragrant assortment uvol, denim, njem andpofy-oodon blends
Now you can real!) clean up when you buy a select .Macintosh’ Performa.’ For 
:i limited time, it comes bundled with a unique new student software set available only 
from Apple. It’s all the software you’re likely to need in college. You'll get software that 
takes you througli every aspect of writing papers, the only personal organizer/calendar 
created for your student lifesty le and the Internet Companion to help you tap into on-line
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research resources. Plus ClarisVi'orks, an intuitive, integrated package with a spreadsheet, 
word processor, database and more. Buy a select Performa with CD-ROM, and you’ll 
also get a multimedia library of essential reference tools. ,\nd now. with an Apple 
Computer Loan, you can own a Macintosh for less than a dollar a 
day.' It's the power every student needs. The power to be your best’
ith an pple ^
Apple#
rtitrxipihft.
For more information visitEl Corral Bookstore Computer Department Hours: Mon-Thur, 7:45am - 6:00pm; Fri, 7:45am - 4:30pm;Sat, 10:00am - 3:00pm
Vlhile Supplies Last
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meni penalty The monthly payment shown assumes no deferment of pnnapal or intensi Students may defer pnnepa! pay ments up to 4 years or un til graduation Deferment udlll^ur udh an APR of 11.56% 8 year han term uid no prepayefe entud! , _ 2, t<rk. wm  P  f ll ) \   leRey U monthly payments Dre Apple Computer Loan h subjetí h credd appronal
HOW TO  SAVE A FEW BUCKS,
(YO U  C A N T  L IV E  O FF PSYC H  E X P E R IM E N T S  A LO N E .)
^  Buy pizza at closing tim e.
Haggle for slices they’d otherwise just throw away.
^  Eat Ramen noodles.
Make friends with a Senior.
Come June, they’ll be more than glad to  give you 
their old Poly Sci books and couches.
^  Donate blood.
Save a life'and get a free lunch to boot.
^  Pick up a Citibank Classic card.
There’s no annual fee.
WE’RE LOOKING O UT FOR YOU.
To apply, call I -8 0 0 -C IT IB A N K .
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•¡A‘ Letters Policy
Commentaries should be tvped, double spaced, and 
750 to 1,000 words.
All authors must include a name, signature and pho 
number. Students should include their major and cla
ne
ss
standing Mustang Daily reserves the right to edit letters 
for clarity, grammar, and length.
Submissions can be brought, mailed, faxed or E-mailed 
to: Mustang Daily
Graphic Arts Bldg #226, Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, 
CA 93407 
FAX: (805) 756-6784 
E-Mail : larends@oboe calpoly edu
CIES
Ediforialsrepresent the ma|ority opinion of the Summer 
Mustang Editorial Board The board consists of the 
newspaper's three editors; each represents one vote on 
the board
Commentaries can be either unsolicited or solicited by 
the assistant managing editor. Often, they are longer- 
form letters to the editor that the editor decideds to give 
larger prominence Commentaries are not representa­
tions of the newspaper's stance on any given issue
Reporter's notebooks are opinion commentaries 
written by members of the Daily's reporting staff
The Mustang receives many letters to the editor Its 
editors print those they consider most relevant to the 
campus, and are the best<onstructed of those submitted 
Letters which adhere to the Mustang's letters policy and 
address timely issues typically receive priority
WOW group tours used 
wav too much ‘POW*é
I am shocked and amazed at the attitude which I saw 
displayed during Week of Welcome in the downtown area 
of San Luis Obispo.
1 personally witnessed two incidents which utterly ap­
palled me. One group was being lead past the Union 
Bank on Marsh Street, and their leader began harassing 
a person operating the ATM, screaming back to her group 
members “She's getting money, she's getting money!” 
Another group was outside the County Government Cen­
ter yelling “Screw You!” in unison.
Is this the image that the University wants to pi'oject? 
It may be a seci'et to some students, but I don’t think so.
I am the assistant outreach coordinator for the Cam­
pus Safety Awareness Program (CSAP), and I believe in 
image-consciousness. I will be keeping an ever-watchful 
eye on things like this, because college students have a 
bad enough name as it is, so why are we making it worse 
with conduct like this?
Claudia E. W issbeck 
Uberal studies senior
There’s no time like SLO time
B y  L e n  A r e n d s
I ask all new and returning students but one favor — 
appreciate your present home.
Too often, I have heard half-vocalized mutterings 
about the pedestrianism of the Central Coast, primarily 
from the student refugees of California’s two 
metropolitan cores.
My own unreserved conclusion, based on five years of 
back-road wanderlust, is that San Luis Obispo County is 
one of the most ideally balanced communities in the 
Western world.
When you take into consideration its climate and geog­
raphy, the Central Coast wins hands down, with its mild, 
moderately wet winters, perpetually sunny summers, and 
ready access to both mountain wilderness and sandy 
beaches (both commercialized and unspoiled).
And the city itself has much to offer if you let it. A new 
student’s receptivity to San Luis Obispo and Cal Poly will 
depend on, among other things, the size of the community 
from which he or she hails.
For a certain minority. Cal Poly’s environs may actual­
ly seem a bustling metropolis.
Before all you Angelenos and Bay folk get too involved 
in a paroxysm of dehsive comments and snide expres­
sions, I must add I am speaking from personal ex­
perience.
Leonard Arends hails from the Southern Sierra moun­
tain town of Tehachapi, a tiny village of 4,000. 
Tehachapi’s claims to fame include a maximum security 
prison (a major area employer,) apple farms, and the star 
role in a 1954 earthquake that nearly wiped the city off 
the map.
Those who know their geography, however, will point 
out that Tehachapi is only half an hour from a much 
larger city, Bakersfield.
Although 1 admit I have traveled down the hill to 
Bakes countless times, it never strikes me as a real city. 
Rather, I see a dried-up, hazed-over spot in the southern 
San Joaquin Valley where 19th-Century ranchers built 
their barns a little closer together — the spaces in be­
tween filled thereafter with ancillary services owned and 
operated by Buck Owens and, later. Garth Brooks 
wanna-bes.
We will speak no more of this place.
When I came to San Luis Obispo, I was amazed at the 
amount of activity that could be crammed into so small 
an area. Nightclubs, fine dining, pedestrian shopping and 
popular, vintage and alternative cinema, all within 
minutes of each other nestled in an urban forest with a 
practically crime-free environment. A suburb without the 
decadent urb.
Of course, most of you are from high-density metro 
hubs — primarily the Los Angeles Basin and Bay Aiea. 
You will doubtless find the Central Coast’s cultural offer­
ings insipid in comparison to the bright thought and 
talent of your home towns.
But I challenge you to find another spot where you can 
dine on a hearty farmer’s breakfast, browse through a 
compact, diversely populated retail center (stopping off at 
any of a myriad of jitter shacks for a steamy spoonful of 
moca), catch a foreign flick — followed by an early dinner 
of Chinese cuisine next door — then hike to the top of 
Cerro San Luis for a crystalline view of a tangerine sun­
set over the Pacific.
See what 1 mean? An ideal balance.
But this county is more than a five-mile radius around 
the Fremont Theatre.
Explore your world. Fifteen minutes up histone High­
way 1 is Morro Bay — fresh seafood galore. Rent a kayak 
and paddle around for hours inside the city’s natural har­
bor, followed by romantic snuggles or philosophical 
panderings on the jetty in the shadow of Morro Rock.
South of the bay, you can explore coastal tide pools 
and wave-carved sea caves at Montaña de Oro State 
Park.
Or, if you are so inclined, call up PG&E and ask them 
about their regular tours of Diablo Canyon (nuclear) 
Power Plant, tucked out of sight behind the Irish Hills — 
and only a few miles farther south from Montaña de Oro.
Pismo Beach, of course, will get plenty of attention 
from most of you in the next few years, but if you aren’t 
interested in shopping while basking, Avila Beach, just to 
the north, is actually a better locale. Just remember, the 
unspoken rule is “north side of the pier is for families.”
But by junior year, most of these places will seem old 
hat. That’s not the fault of the scenery, but rather stu­
dents’ intimidation at the final obstacle to full exploration 
of our coastal kingdom — the Highway 101 Cuesta 
Grade.
This three-mile, seven-degree monster of asphalt (the 
name of which, in a stunning display of poetry, means 
“slope slope”) is usually only braved by students when 
returning home to the Bay Area or San Joaquin Valley.
But if you are willing to sacrifice the gallon of gas it 
takes to breach its flank, the pass is a gateway to an in­
land realm of recreation.
Immediately past the summit is the eastern turnoftfor 
Highway 58 and the village of Santa Margarita. Careful 
— if you sneeze, you’ll miss the town.
Once out past the hamlet and its railway junction, any 
astronomy bufT will tell you that you have entered idyllic 
star-watching country. I’ve come out to this place to 
watch meteor showers, and can verify it’s stellar (sorry).
If you leave the highway, the backroads eventually 
lead to the Pozo Saloon, probably the most authentic 
piece of the Old West still standing locally. It comes com­
plete with the pot-belly stove, whistling cracks in the 
walls and unwashed employees serving up artery clog­
ging breakfasts like chorizo and eggs. I get off on kitschy 
stufflike that.
If you stay on the highway, you pass into car commer­
cial country — winding roads in nondescript temperate 
forest and such. Eventually the road breaks out into a 
broad flat depression — California Valley, A.K.A. the San 
Andreas Fault.
Points of interest here include Soda Lake and Painted 
Rock.
Soda Lake is the low point in the self-contained 
California Valley watershed, so it stores all the salts that 
have washed out of the soil. It looks like Paul Bunyan 
had an accident with a flour sack.
Overlooking the dry lake is Painted Rock, a horse­
shoe-shaped denuded knob the size of an office building 
It’s marked contrast to the surrounding hills is probably 
what led to its use by prehistoric Chumash, Yokut and 
Salinan cultures as a canvas for religious art.
The site does double archaeological duty as a record of 
European expansion, as its soft sandstone easily yielded 
to the knives of United States cavalrymen inscribing 
their names as they passed by in the last century.
And if your looking for fresh-water sports, try any of a 
number of reservoirs nestled in the coastal mountains: 
Lake San Antonio, Lake Nacimiento, Santa Margarita 
Lake or Lopez Lake.
Amazingly, everything I have described above is 
within an hour and a half drive of Cal Poly. ^
So let’s hear no grumbles about how “quaint SLO 
County is. Most of its unique attractions may be provided 
with better quality or in larger quantity elsewhere, but it 
would be impossible to find another place where all are 
adequately represented in one, easy-access location.
College is supposed to be about expanding y '^J' 
horizons of perception and understanding, so why not 
start with the ground under your feet and the roof ovei 
your head — wallow in the alternatives SLO has to offer.
• hen Arends is the Daily Opinion Editor. He wi 
gladly take you on a guided tour o f Bakersfield — o'" long as its cash-in-hand with a signed disclaimer.
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FRANCHISES: Foundation’s profits have doubled since inception of Chick-fil-A and Long John Silver’s
From page 1
including the Lighthouse and the 
dining complex — came to $2 
million. The project took almost 
18 months to complete.
Cushman said custom er 
response to the eatery — specifi­
cally the franchises — has been 
favorable. The Foundation pays 
“about 10 percent in royalties” to 
Chick-fil-A and Long John Sil­
ver’s for use of their name, he 
said.
other universities in Kentucky, 
including University of Kentucky 
and Murray State University.
“We’re thrilled to be at Cal 
Poly,” Ramsay said. “It’s a high 
quality food operation. There is a 
strong brand awareness by facul­
ty and students, so we’re confi­
dent that we’ll be able to main­
tain (our customer base).”
Chick-fil-A currently operates
on 35 other college campuses 
throughout the United States, 
according to Siler.
Foundation management and 
operations teams chose Long 
John Silver’s and Chick-fil-A be­
cause “branded concepts are very 
successful,” Cushman said.
However, some students said 
they are disappointed that there 
a r e n ’ t m ore w e ll-k n o w n
"We're thrilled to be at Cal Poly. 
It's 0 high-quality food opera­
tion. There is a strong brand 
awareness by faculty and 
students, so we're confident that 
we'll be able to maintain (our 
customer base)."
John Ramsay
Long John Silver's representative
Chick-fil-A consultant Scott 
Siler said sales are totaling 
about $1,000 to $1,300 a day.
Despite the cost to use the 
restaurants’ names, Cushman in­
dicated that sales would help of­
fset the initial cost of bringing 
the franchises to campus.
“If sales skyrocket, I don’t 
have a problem with that,” Cush­
man said, adding that since the 
Avenue’s debut, cash profits have 
doubled.
Cal Poly is the first non-tradi- 
tional site on the West Coast for 
Long John Silver’s, said John 
Ramsay, vice president of 
franchise development. The cor­
poration also.has eateries at two
\
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The Chick-fil-A mascot guards the coop at The Avenue, Cal Poly's new 
eatery /  Daily photo by Scott Robinson
franchises.
“I think Fresno State has a 
better (food cou rt),” said 
materials engineering senior Roy 
Rodriguez as he munched on a 
breakfast burrito from Tapan- 
go’s. “They have Subway and
Taco Bell. It would be nice to 
have a Fresh Choice or an Olive 
Garden.”
Cushman pointed out that 
costs were a big factor in choos­
ing the franchises.
“Everyone has their own com­
mission and up-front payments,” 
Cushman said. “The Taco Bell 
and Carl’s Jr. chains are more 
expensive.
“We needed two anchors, just 
like malls need food courts at 
both ends to walk people through 
the mall,” he said. “We mirrored 
this concept. Though the two we 
have are not well recognized on 
the Central Coast, we wanted to 
choose two that are not already 
in San Luis Obispo.”
Chick-fil-A representative 
Siler said the nutrition-minded 
menu offered by the restaurant 
is perfect for Californians.
“People are very health con­
scious here, much more so than 
the rest of the country,” he said. 
“Central Californians show a 
strong concern for nutrition.”
But some students are skepti­
cal about the “health conscious­
ness” of the food.
“I think most people are upset 
because it is not healthy,” said 
graphic communications senior 
Kim Steele. “All they have here 
is bacon and fried food. We need
a salad bar.”
Cushman said he understood 
this concern.
“I hear the complaint that 
there’s all that grease,” he said. 
“But, by golly, we have 2,000 
people a day that come through.
"I hear the complaint that 
there's all that grease. But, by 
golly, we have 2 ,000  people a 
day that come through. We do 
have deli sandwiches and a 
broiled chicken sandwich. W e're 
still looking at options for some 
more alternate products."
Alan Cushman 
Associate Dir. of Cam pus Dining
"It's pretty good. But I mean, 
whot else would they serve? I'm  
not into healthy food."
Raj Vazir
Electricol engineering junior
We do have deli sandwiches and 
a broiled chicken sandwich. 
We’re still looking at options for 
some more alternate products.”
Electrical engineering junior 
Raj Vazir said he couldn’t com­
plain about the food.
“It’s pretty good,” Vazir said. 
“But I mean, what else would 
they serve? I’m not into healthy 
food.”
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'I\% »,jy |asters of the Farmeis Market Street BBQ
Fridays And Saturdays^ 
Music - Solo Guitar or Dub 
$ 1 .50  Drafts 
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Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
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The Tl-68 solves up to five 
simultaneous eijuations, 
performs complex number 
functions and offers formula 
programming
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There’s A Prerequisite For Every Class.
G»‘t th(‘ v(‘ar off to a great start with a TI Scientific or Business Calculator. They’re 
(h'sigiuMl for stuihuits and professionals. Recommended by professors. And perfectly 
matclu'd to your major and coursework.
No matter which classes you're taking. Tl Scientific and Business Calculators are 
what you iummI to succeinl. Tiy om' at your local Tl retailer today, or for more information, 
call l-s()()-Tl-C.\RKS.
The TI-36X SOIAR, .i general 
purpose workhorse, is powered 
b\ .WVUTC solar cells .so 
vou ne\»‘r need batteries
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The BA II PLl'S has unique 
display prompts that guide you 
through problems. It offers 
basic business functions like 
time-value-of-money, plus 
cash flow analysis for inter­
nal rate of return (IRR) and 
net present value (NPV).
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For now, Jackson not charged with molesting boy
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By Jeff Wilson
Associated Ptess
LOS ANGELES — The child 
molestation case against Michael 
Jackson will hang over the enter­
tainer’s head for five more years 
authorities said Wednesday, al­
lowing the boy who once accused 
Jackson a chance to change his 
mind and testify in court.
Jackson won’t be charged for 
now because the boy has refused 
to cooperate with authorities 
since reaching an out-of-court 
settlement with Jackson in 
February, Los Angeles County 
District Attorney Gil Garcetti 
said. Terms of the agi-eement 
were confidential but it has been 
reported that Jackson paid the 
boy as much as $15 million.
The investigation began in 
August 1993, when the boy, now 
14, claimed Jackson had sex with 
him several times during a five- 
month relationship last year.
Garcetti said charges could be 
filed against Jackson if the teen­
ager changes his mind within 
five years, the time left under the 
statute of limitations.
“We have a very important 
witness who has told us ‘I’m 
sorry. I do not want to and will 
not testify,”’ Garcetti said. “Ai.d 
I’m telling you that if he steps 
forward a month from now, twn 
months from now, and says ‘Now 
I want to testify,’ we would re­
evaluate our case at that time.”
Garcetti would not discuss 
details of the case, saying he 
didn’t want to compromise an in­
vestigation that remains open.
The announcement was a 
relief for Jackson, who was 
recording an album in New York.
“I am thankful that the inves­
tigation has reached a con­
clusion. I’ve continually main­
tained my innocence,” Jackson 
said in a statement.
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The 1994 Mustang Daily Editorial Brew Crew 
offers a big, warm ‘Howdy!’ to all new and re­
turning students. Check out where you can find 
our conveniently located points o f distribution!
O N-CAM PUS LO C A TIO N S
• Mustang Daily office (Come by and say hello!)
• Computer Science Building
• Agriculture Building
• Kennedy Library
• The postal kiosk
• English Building
• Fisher Science
• University Union (three locations)
• Administration Building
• The Avenue
• Mott Gym
• Campus Store
• Sierra Madre Office of Residential Life and Education
• Engineering Building
• Public Safety
• Foundation Administration Building
• Information Booth
• The Cellar
O FF-CA M PUS LO C A TIO N S
• Sands Liquor
• SLO Courthouse
• SLO City-County Library
• Koffee Klatsch — Ciscos
• SLO Brewing Co.
• Linnaea’s
• Coffee Merchant
• Woodstock’s
• Monterey Street Espresso
• Osos Street
• Mustang Village
• New Times
• Valencia Apartments
• Woodside Apartments
• Stenner Glen
• Boomers
How to reach us:
Advertising; (805) 756-1143 
Editorial: (805) 756-1796 
Fax: (805) 756-6784 
E-mail: larends@oboe.calpoly.edu 
In person: Graphic Arts Bldg., Rm. 226 
Business hours are Mon.- Fri.^  8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Editor's note: The Mustang Daily does not condone the use of alcohol or listening to country music. Hell we don't condone much of anything, really.
J
H E W  M IN O R  IN  
G R A P H IC  C O M M U N IC A T IO N
Interested in reinforcing your major with 
knowledge in a dynamic and growing field? If yes, 
consider enrolling in the new Graphic 
Communication minor.
A minor in Graphic Communication will benefit 
students interested in graphic communication or 
in applying graphic communication to their major. 
Students in the minor will have a competitive 
edge when applying for many jobs by gaining 
knowledge in computer applications, desktop 
publishing, and typography. Students will learn 
how to specify the printing process and use a
broad range of printing and publishing applications. 
Placement inquiries show that competition for 
graphic communication positions is not between 
the students, but among companies seeking 
graduates. There are numerous career opportunities 
for graduates having skills developed in other Cal 
Poly majors when supplemented with a Graphic
Communication minor.
Applications are available in the Graphic 
Communication Department (Building 26, Room 
205). The closing date for applications is the end of 
the third week of each quarter.
“Simplify, sim plify”
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“1 ley; that’s not a bad idea!’
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Snoop Doggy Dogg cancels national tour
Assodoted Piess
8  THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2 2 ,1 9 9 4
LOS ANGELES — Rap star 
and murder defendant Snoop 
Doggy Dogg has canceled his 25- 
city tour without warning, citing 
production problems.
The “G-Funk Era Tour” was to 
have started Wednesday evening 
in Worcester, Mass., continued 
on to Pittsburgh on Thursday 
and Madison Square Garden in 
New York City on Friday.
“There was a great indecision 
as to what was happening. We 
just could not get information,” 
John Wentzell, general manager 
of the Centrum in Worcester, 
said Wednesday. “We were ad­
vised that they could not get the 
tour out on the road. They had 
not concluded their production.”
He said the arena would 
refund money to the estimated 
6,500 fans who bought tickets.
“As a fan I was disappointed,” 
said Serena Gallagher, a New 
York spokesperson for Ruby, Inc., 
the Washington promoter of the 
tour.
The promoter was notified of 
the cancellation Tuesday night 
by the rapper’s representatives, 
she said.
“The only reason given (to the 
promoter) was the alleged insur­
mountable production difficul­
ties,” she said, adding that no 
details were released.
Fans can get refunds at the 
places where they bought their 
tickets, she said.
Snoop Doggy Dogg was the 
headline act for the concert, 
which also was to have featured 
Jodeci, BLACK street and the 
Lady of Rage.
“As the promoter of the G- 
Funk Era Tour, I am shocked 
and disappointed that no one will 
see this phenomenal package,” 
Dave Rubin, president of Ruby, 
Inc., said in a statement.
Representatives of the rapper 
couldn’t be reached for comment 
Wednesday in calls to his Death 
Row record label.
Snoop Doggy Dogg, 23, whose 
real name is Kevin Broadus, hit 
the top of the rap charts with his 
“Doggystyle” album.
He is free on $1 million bail 
pending trial on a murder charge 
that followed the Aug. 1^ 5, 1993, 
shooting of Phillip Waldermarian 
in Los Angeles. Prosecutors con­
tend Broadus was driving a Jeep 
from which his bodyguard, 
McKinley Lee, fired at Walder­
marian.
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Lookie Here!
This could be your 
own advertising 
space being read by 
thousands of col­
lege students look­
ing for good deals 
that you can pro­
vide. Don't miss 
this chance again! 
Call the
Mustang Daily
Business Office @
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Gov. Wilson wants 
federal aid for 
immigration costs
Clinton expected to reply to demands
THURSDAY, SEPTEM&ER 22. 1994 9
By Sally Streff Buzbee
Assaiated Piess
SAN DIEGO — For weeks 
now, the fight over illegal im­
migration has been taking center 
stage in California’s governor’s 
race.
On Wednesday that came to a 
head, when Republican incum­
bent Gov. Pete Wilson asked 
President Clinton to declare an 
immigration emergency in the 
state.
“You have acknowledged the 
illegal immigration crisis in 
other states,” the governor wrote, 
in a clear reference to Clinton’s 
recent aid, including military 
troops, designed to stop Cuban 
boat people flooding Florida. “I 
implore you to take immediate 
action to assist the people of 
California.”
An early response from the 
Clinton administration was ex­
pected. U.S. Attorney General 
Reno and other top officials con­
tend they are doing more to stop 
illegal immigration than any pre­
vious administration.
Wilson’s request was mostly 
symbolic, aides acknowledged 
privately. A fund for such emer­
gencies, for example, contains 
just a fraction of the money Wil­
son contends California is owed 
by the federal government.
But the move highlighted the 
extreme importance illegal im­
migration has taken on — in the 
last year and especially the last 
few weeks — across a wide 
spectrum of California and na­
tional politics.
A slew of officials have made
the trek to the border at San 
Diego. This weekend alone, 
Republican Senate candidate 
Michael Huflington and Reno 
came to peer at the wall that 
separates the United States and 
Mexico.
Wilson is running TV ads 
showing migrants running from 
Border Patrol agents. He urges 
voters to call Clinton and 
demand action.
And polls indicate he is 
having an effect: a recent Los 
Angeles Times poll indicated 
that voters think Wilson more 
qualified to handle immigration 
problems than Brown.
Brown accuses Wilson of play­
ing on Californians’ racial and 
economic fears. She contends her 
policies to combat illegal im­
migration are also tough — “but 
smart,” said John Whitehurst, a 
spokesman for her campaign.
“He’s an election-year phony 
on immigration,” Whitehurst 
said of Wilson. “We’re entitled to 
the money (Wilson is asking from 
Clinton). But he waited until 48 
days before an election to ask for 
it.”
On illegal immigration, Wil­
son and Brown differ in a fun­
damental way that has divided 
the recent debate ever since it 
first heated up about a year ago 
— do Mexicans cross the border 
il le g a lly  becau se  th e y ’ re 
desperate for jobs to feed their 
families? or because they’ve 
heard about the hospital care, 
schools and welfare available 
here?
Brown, the Democrat, thinks 
it’s the hope of jobs. Wilson, the 
Republicans, thinks it’s the lure 
of services.
See WILSON, page 18
AUTODESK'S
VIP BUNDLE SERIES 
HAS ARRIVED.
Software bundles now 
available:
•  AutoCAD* Release 12 
locked with AutoCAD  
Designer software 
only $479. Suggested 
retail: $5,250.
•  Autodesk 2D Studio* 
Release 3 locked with 
IPAS Plug-In Toolkit
software only $399. 
Suggested retail: $3,245.
•  AutoCAD Release 12 
locked, AutoCAD  
Designer, 3D Studio 
Release 3 locked and 
IPAS Plug-In Toolkit 
software only $769. 
Suggested retail: $8,495.
On platforms other than 
DOS. Advanced Modeling 
Extension® (AME®) soft­
ware will be substituted 
for AutoCAD Designer.
Erase the distinction  
between w a n t i n g  
and having.
Details of Participation
Available only to full-time, matriculating 
undergraduate and graduate students, 
faculty and staff, at Cal Poly University, 
San Luis Obispo.
Purchase must be made between  
Septem ber 19 & O ctober 6, 1994 
at
El C orra l Bookstore 
C om pu ter D ep artm ent
Autodesk Sem inar
Friday, September 23 
9:00am~ 1:30pm 
Room 219 in the U.U,
Limited-time offer. Fully upgradeable 
to future releases.
DG>iioJI!¿I¿S Bookstore
For more information, please call 
756-531 Ilil Autodesk
Autodesk, the Autodesk logo, AutoCAD. Advanced Modeling 
Eitcnsion, AME and 3D Studio are tegisieced itademacks of 
Autodesk. Inc. All other brand names, products names or trade­
marks belong to their respective holders.
C  1994 Autodesk. Inc. All rights reserved.
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•  B E S T  D E L I  s a n d w i c h  I N  S L O  C O .  5  Y E A R S  R U N N I N G !
•  D E L I  T R A Y S  A N D  P A R T Y  S U B S  A V A I L A B L E
•  O V E R  1 6 5  I M P O R T E D  A N D  M I C R O B R E W E D  B E E R S
•  6  D I F F E R E N T  B E E R S  O N  T A P
• B R O A S T E D  C H I C K E N  S P E C I A L S
W I T H  M O J O  P O T A T O E S  A N D  R A N C H  D R E S S I N G
•  K E G  S A L E S  ( C A L L  5 4 3 - 8 6 8 4  F O R  D E T A I L S )
Mustang Daily Coupons
BROW N BAG SPECIAL 
Reg. sand., bag o f  chips, 
and a 69C soda(avocado & tri-tip excluded)
o n l y $ 5 . 5 0
^  COUPON)
1638 Osos St.»Son Luis Obispo, CA 93401 ‘(805) 543-8684
A d v i
Pain reliever/Fever reducer
•WCATIOliS: For the temporary reHiN
aches and pains associate« wrft 
common cold, headache, toothache, 
aches, backache, for the m inof^  
5 arthritis, for the pain of menstrrf 
 ^^^ ps, and for reduction of fever.
SUMMEIf S OVER.
Thank goixlness there’s Advil.® Advanced medicine for pain."
PICK UP YOUR FREE SAMPLE AT El CORRAL
B) m IB y
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Part Time Work, Full Time Pay
Dress Casual and Work in A 
Relaxed Friendly Atmosphere
Our national television show reaches over 10 million 
households every week. We need friendly, outgoing 
people to talk to our national customer base on the telephone.
W E OFFER:
• 50K+ yearly earning potential incredible customer response and satisfaction* 25 hr work week ^
* V " ■ t. ' ' ’’'ii. *' no travel, cold calls, ho high pressure selling * paid comprehensive training
CAMPUS REP 
WANTED
The nation s leader m college mafketing is
seeking an energetic entrepreneurial
stuoenlloithepostionofcampusrep No
sales involved Place advertising on 
bulletin bourds lor companies such as 
American Expressand Microsort 
Great part-time job earnings Choose 
your own hours, 4 8 hours per week 
required Call:
Campus Rep Program 
American Passage Media Corp 
2 t5 W  Harrson,Seattle,W A98119 
(800)487-2434 Ext. 4444—.......FOPOlO
FINE FOODS ♦ CARRY OLT
1225 MONTEREY STREET 
SAN LL'IS OBISPO
CALL O U R  R E C R U IT IN G  M A N A G E R  AT
805-547-5482
The lingering Summer and approacliing 
Fall o ffe r such tan ta liz ing  selections.
S p it Roasted C h icke n
Willi Herb Seasoning over an oakuwii toe 
Po lenta  Casserole 
Polenta layered with Mushroom Beclieiiial 
and cheeses, baked with marinarn 
Focaccia S andw iches 
Turkey &  Cheddar, Toscano Salami ¿V Swh-. 
Three Cheese £■* Miiffaletta and 
Roast Beef with jarlsberg, all until 
House Made Mayonnaise on Tocacciii 
Seasonal Salads 
Red 1 ellow Tomato with Pesto 
Green Bean with Tela &  Walnuts 
Roasted Beet with Lime Vinaigrette 
Totlellini u’itli P ill Vinaigrette 
Caesar Pasta Salad
House naked Dreads and Desserts
locaccu until Herbs & iV iieC til 
Walnut loaivs, I nnich Onion 
Italuin Herb, D ill or Rosemary Lkiocs 
Herbed Vegetable Tarts 
Apple Tarts, Pear Tarts 
lemon Bars, Ci\>kies and Brownies
,  A ll House M ade D a ily .
A ll  ava ila b le  fo r  co n ve n ie n t carry ou t. 
M onday - Friday 10 am to 7 pm 
Saturday 11 am to 7 pm
A  g e n i u s  f i g u r e d  i t  o u t  
H P  b u i l t  i t  i n .
• The HP 48G has built-in 
equations, functions, 
and menus to guide you 
through complex 
calculations.
• Aoc(‘ss over :U)() built-in etjualions.
• Push a button, choose front a pull­
down menu, and fill in the blanks. 
Kntering data is that eiLsy.
• View d-I) graphs.
• Perform algebra and calculus 
operations on etjuations before 
entering values.
• Kilter and see etiuations like they 
appear on paper.
• Work with different units o f measure. 
The in* 48(i will convert them for you. 
So. enter inches, centimeters, yards, and 
feet, togetlu*! in one (upiation — it’ll 
convert them,
•You’ll quickly learn to 
operate it!
Pull-down menus guide you through 
problem-sol\1ng smoothly and quickly. 
Push a button, select an entiy from the 
pull-down menu, and fill in the blanks.
• Check it out at your 
college bookstore.
The IIP 48(l graphic calculator gives 
you a whole lot more for a w hole lot 
less than you think, ('ompare — the 
HP 48(i fits your budget.
m H E W L E T T ®P A C K A R D
Judge rules 
detective in 
Simpson case 
misstated facts
By Undo Deutsch
^ q e ja ted  Ptess
LOS ANGELES — The detec­
tive in charge of the O.J. 
Simpson double-murder inves­
tigation recklessly misstated 
facts to get a search warrant, but 
the situation at Simpson’s estate 
was suspicious enough to justify 
a search anyway, a judge ruled 
Wednesday.
“I cannot make a finding that 
this was merely negligent,” Su­
perior Court Judge Lance Ito 
said of the statements made by 
Detective Philip Vannatter in a 
search warrant affidavit. “I have 
to make a finding that this was 
at least reckless.”
The judge noted Vannatter, 
seeking permission to conduct 
the search the morning after the 
slayings, wrongly stated:
• Simpson left unexpectedly 
for Chicago the night of the kill­
ings, when, in fact, the business 
trip was long planned;
• failed to note Simpson 
returned to Los Angeles volun­
tarily; and
• described stains and drops 
found at the house as blood or 
human blood instead of saying 
that they only appeared to be 
blood.
Ito said the veteran detective 
had investigated enough murdei 
cases and handled enough sear­
ches to know better than to make 
that many misstatements in a 
search warrant affidavit, which 
is drafted to persuade a 
magistrate to approve a search.
Despite the problems, the 
judge upheld the search, saying 
the presence of what appeared to 
be blood at the estate coupled 
with the discovery of a glove — 
that matched one at the murder 
scene — behind a guest house 
provided probable cause for the 
search inside the house.
Evidence seized in that search 
included blood in the foyer and 
bathroom, a receipt for an airline 
ticket and a baggage tag.
The judge’s ruling under­
mined part of a key defense ef­
fort to keep'jurors from hearing 
about much of the evidence 
gathered inside Simpson’s $5 
million Brentwood home. The 
defense still can try to challenge 
the evidence on other legal 
grounds, but the odds of success 
are even less.
“They get one shot ... and 
that’s it before trial,” said Loyola 
Law School professor Stan 
Goldman. “Sure, you come up 
with new evidence and you 
might be able to reopen it, but 
that is very, very unlikely.”
Simpson, 47, has pleaded in­
nocent to murder in the June 12 
slashing deaths of his ex-wife 
Nicole Brown Simpson and her 
friend Ronald Goldman.
The ruling came as Simpson s 
lawyers pressed a bid to toss out 
much of the evidence. With trial 
less than a week away, they ar­
gued police concealed facts and 
exceeded the authority of search 
warrants in seizing everything 
from the bloody glove to a movie 
script to Simpson’s Bentley.
Attorney Gerald Uelmen, who 
outlined the defense’s challenge 
of seven searches, contended that 
during a June 28 search, detec­
tives and prosecutors fanned out 
in Simpson’s home and spent 
three hours conducting “an im-| 
permissible general search.
“It was a grazing and brows-1 
ing expedition in which district 
attorneys and officers were look-1 
ing for whatever might help j 
them,” he said.
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World-renowned, Russian-born sculptor 
and philosopher Ernst Neizvestny shows 
the connection between art and life in his 
upcoming lecture and exhibition
by Teresa Letizia
Daily Contributing Writer
rf-'' N
1  Ì
We may never know for sure whether art 
imitates life, or vice versa, but Cal Poly 
students have the rare opportunity this 
week to judge for themselves.
World-renowned, Russian-born sculptor 
and philosopher Ernst Neizvestny will 
visit San Luis Obispo with an exhibit of 
his canvasses, bronze sculptures and 
several monuments.
Top; Neizvestny in front of his studio in New York City. Above: Inside Neizvestny's studio, 
canvasses and sculptures encompass every wall / Photos courtesy Exhibit 1022
Neizvestny, primarily known within the 
art community, has in his more than 
40-year career, contributed an enormous 
amount to the art world. Sculpture, 
particularly monuments, are his specialty 
—  and his mission.
Neizvestny will present a lecture on 
campus tonight in Chumash Auditorium 
in which he will discuss “ Synthesis in 
Art,” a topic which is a theme in his work 
and his published writings, such as 
“Space, Time, and Synthesis in Art."
See NEIZVESTNY/Page B4
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Son of jazz great performs in Cayucos
Cecilia Rivera poses in front of one of her many abstracts.
Leading M exican artis t . 
displays abstract paintings
By Cindy Utter
Daily Staff Writer _____
Students as well as art lovers 
will get a chance to meet Cecilia 
Rivera, one of Mexico’s top 
female artists.
Rivera — who specializes in 
modern abstract paintings — is 
coming to Cal Poly’s University 
Union Galerie tonight to kick off 
her exhibit entitled “Umbrales”.
The event will begin with a 
reception at 6 p.m and ends at 8 
p.m. h'ormer U. S. Ambassador 
Carol Hallett, who was in­
strumental in getting Rivera and 
her art here, is scheduled to at­
tend.
Hallett met Rivera in 1990 at 
an art exhibit in Mexico. She
said Rivera’s art portrays 
wonderful strength and a force­
ful message through her use of 
colors and her depiction of people 
and animals.
“Her paintings are very inter­
esting and unusual,” Hallett 
said. “The colors make you feel 
good...they are warm, fun, excit­
ing and bold.”
“ U m brales” — m eaning 
thresholds in Spanish — is the 
same exhibit that was shown in 
the Mexican Cultural Institute 
in Washington D.C. this past 
May. At that time, Rivera was 
selected as one of the four most 
popular women artists in Mexico, 
Hallett said.
See RIVEIiA, page B4
By Pamela Slaughter
Daily Arts Editor
Dan Brubeck, son of piano 
jazz great Dave Brubeck, along 
with his band The Dolphins, 
steers away from his father’s 
“Cool Jazz” style to blend tradi­
tional and contemporary jazz 
styles to create his own personal 
sound.
“Sometimes we’ve done shows 
with (Dave Brubeck),” Dan 
Brubeck said. “But we’re trying 
to do our own original material.”
The band will play original 
material for most of their perfor­
mance this Sunday at the 
American Grill in Cayucos, but 
to appease the crowd they will 
play a few of Dave Brubeck’s 
tunes also, Dan Brubeck said.
“We’re trying to play stuff that 
people who have more of a rock 
background will like,” Dan 
Brubeck said.
Keeping with their blend of 
traditional and contemporary 
styles, the band uses both acous­
tic and electric guitars.
“It’s a hard thing to blend 
acoustic and electric,” Dan 
Brubeck said. “It’s a one of a 
kind sound.”
The Dolphins have two al­
bums out -  Malayan Breeze and 
Old World New World. A third is 
on the way within the next six 
months, he said.
Besides their new releases, 
the ensemble has already been
"We're trying to play 
stuff that people who 
have more of a rock 
background will 
like," Dan Brubeck 
said.
named as the number one 
airplay pick for Swiss Air, has 
been featured on “The Jazz 
Show” and “Jazz In The City,” a 
syndicated Japanese radio 
progi'am.
Even though they have 
achieved radio and TV play, Dan 
Brubeck said he would like the 
band to be known more commer­
cially.
“What the band would like to 
achieve is enough recognition 
and to be able to progress on 
with it easily,” Dan Brubeck 
said.
Dan Brubeck started his 
career in jazz at a very young 
age when he began going on the 
road with his father. He said his 
father helped him get involved in 
jazz by giving him his first job.
“I started playing when I was 
really young,” Dan Brubeck said. 
“Off and on I would do gigs with 
my dad and I still play with 
him."
Dan Brubeck said the fame of 
his father has not overshadowed
his own talent.
“The only way people compare 
us is our looks and our facial ex­
pressions but luckily I don’t play 
piano,” Dan Brubeck said.
Dan Brubeck also differs from 
his father in his choice of instru­
ments — Dan Brubeck plays 
drums — and his choice in jazz 
styles.
“(Dave Brubeck) plays piano 
and does a lot of interesting per­
mutations in music,” said music 
professor Alyson McLamore. “He 
uses a different system and 
bases his music on different 
ideas.”
But Dan Brubeck said he still 
enjoys playing his fathers songs 
-  songs which have often been 
described as mellow and melodic. 
However, he prefers playing his 
original material which is styled 
after rock.
This Sunday’s concert is ex­
pected to attract approximately 
100 people, said David Haney, a 
producer who was active in at­
tracting the band to the Central 
Coast.
“The name recognition will 
help,” Haney said. “His dad’s the 
big guy and that will really help 
sell tickets.”
The concert ia Sept. 25 at 1 
p.m. at The American Grill, 
78 North Ocean St., Cayucoa. 
For more information Call 
995 1076.
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22
* E a rth lin g  B o o k sh o p
presents Fret No More at 8 p.m. 
No cover.
• Uncle Shinbone plays SLO 
Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. $2 
cover.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23
• Rock Steady Posse plays 
SLO Brewing Co. at 9:30 p.m. 
$3 cover.
• Boo Boo Records presents 
Surly at 7 p.m. No cover.
• The Mother Hips play 
C o v a n y  B re w e ry , Arroyo 
Grande at 9:30 p.m. for a $6 
cover.
• E a rth lin g  B o o k s h o p
presents Kim, Marisa and Beth 
in their debut at 8 p.m. No cover.
• Jenn Guttler plays folk rock 
at Linnaea’s Cafe at 8 p.m. No 
cover.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
• Skydogs play SLO Brew ­
ing Co. at 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
• E a r th lin g  B o o k s h o p
presents Deyo on classical guitar 
at 8 p.m. No cover.
• Joyce Woodson plays 
western folk at Linnaea’s Cafe 
at 8 p.m. No cover.
Try
our
On-Cam pits D initig 'Enjoy m eni 
. W ith a B féath takingyiew ! M - S - T ' A - U - R ' A - N - l
:
Located on G rand Avenue near the entrance to campus.
O pen 11am to 7:30pm M onday-S aturday, Sunday Brunch lOanl to 2pm  
Reservations recom m ended fo r groups o f 6 or m ore. CaH 756-1204.
HAPPY HOUR!
Thursday, Friday, Saturday 
5:00 - 7:00 
$1.00 Beers 
$1.50 Well Drinks 
LIVE MUSIC!
d e r B r u b e cTl
MONDAY NIGHT
2 Beers for $1.00 
2 Hot Dogs $ 1.00 
Nachos $1.00 
Well Drinks $1.00 
Shot Specials 
on EVERY Score! 
FREE REFILLS!!!
DRINK SPECIALS  
7 DAYS A WEEK ARE WE CRAZY!?!
726  Higuera * San L u is  Obispo  
541 -  8688
MUSTANG DMLY H R T S
Stone Soup Festival combines 
music, folk tales and dance
By Maria T. García 
Daily Contributing Writer
The sounds of Sukay kicked 
off the second annual Stone Soup 
Festival last weekend and in­
cluded music, folk tales and 
dance.
The multicultural festival, 
which concludes this weekend, 
features local and out-of-town ar­
tists, It consists of a series of 
concerts and m ini-festivals 
throughout the county.
Cal Poly Arts Director Ron 
Regier said the title “Stone Soup” 
originated from a tale about a 
weary traveler who arrives in a 
village looking for food. His ef­
forts result in a concoction — or 
soup — that represents the col­
lective efforts of diverse peoples.
“Much like the traveler,” he 
said, “Cal Poly Arts will create a 
‘stone soup’ for our ‘village,’ rich 
with actors, dancers and 
musicians who represent the arts 
and culture of people from all 
over the world.”
This past weekend’s festival, 
which took place at the Paso 
Robles City Park, included a per­
formance by El Ballet Folklórico 
de Cal Poly. The troupe reflects 
the style of dance from the 
regions of Jalisco and Veracruz, 
Mexico.
Hector Gonzalez, a dancer for 
Ballet Folklórico, was happy 
with the performance but was 
disappointed with the turnout.
“The performance went well 
but I expected to see more 
people,” Gonzalez said. “ I 
thought I’d see more young 
people. Most of the people I saw 
were in their 40s.”
Other performances included 
dances by the North County 
Dance Performing Arts Associa­
tion, folk tales from around the
TOP TEN 1 • Silkworm "Libertine"
for wook mndiryg 9/26
2 «  Boozoo Chavis "Live at the Habibi Temple" 
3 »  Sebodoh " Bokesale"
S U fiiD
4 »  Halo Benders "Cod Don't Make No Junk" 
5 »  Dinosaur Jr. "W ithout a Sound"
6 »  Luscious Jackson "Natura l Ingredients"
7 *  Jesus & M ary Chain "Stoned & Dethroned' 
8 .  Lync '' These Are Not Fall Colors"
9 » LJ. Srinivas "Roma Sreerama"
1 0 » Palace Brothers "Palace Brothers"
world by Kirk Henning, music by 
Filipina singer Nina Raye and 
songs from the Second Baptist 
Church Choir of Paso Robles.
The second mini-festival is 
scheduled for this Friday and 
Saturday at the Nipom o 
Regional Park.
The featured musical groups 
are California and Quetzalcoatl. 
They will be joined by Henning 
and Frankie Leff from the Fra 
Fra tribe doing a drumming and 
dance demonstration.
According Cal Poly Theatre 
and Program Manager Peter 
Wilt, about 400 people showed 
up to see last weekend’s perfor­
mances.
He said he hopes more stu­
dents will be attracted to this 
weekend’s portion of the festival.
“More people attended last 
year’s festival because it was 
held in the summer time,” Wilt 
said.
“We think there will be a 
greater student turnout (this 
weekend). We’ve asked music 
professors to tell students about 
the festival.”
The festival will be held at 
Nipomo Regional Park Sept. 
23 and 24 and is free of  
charge. Tickets for California 
and Quetzalcoatl, in the Cal 
Poly Theatre, are $13 in ad­
vance and $11 at the door for 
the public and $11 in advance 
and $9 at the door for stu­
dents and senior citizens. For 
reservations, call the 24-hour 
Anytime ArtsLine at 756-1421. 
Tickets can also be bought at 
the Cal Poly Theatre Ticket 
Office.
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Photograph representing "natural" dwelling. English senior Lorena Arnold's exhibit, entitled Lost 
Camera,' is on display in the Photo Option Gallery in Kennedy Library through Oct. 2.
Array of colors converge in photo show
By Pamela Slaughter
Daily Arts Editor______
The newest Photo Option Gal­
lery exhibit in Kennedy Library 
contrasts artiflcial and natural 
color to produce two very dif­
ferent series of photographs.
English senior Lorena Arnold 
described her “Lost Camera" ex­
hibit as a search for color, both 
natural and artiflcial.
“I have two different series,” 
Arnold said. “One is houses with 
strange things in front. The 
other part is artiflcial and is 
manipulating color.”
The bright houses are what 
seem to attract attention first -  
bizarre figures cover the struc­
ture in various shades of color.
Some have strangely bright 
colored cars that look like they 
haven’t been driven since the 
1930s while others have framed 
pictures hung haphazardly on 
chain link fences.
Arnold said all the pictures 
were taken in their natural set­
ting and most were of houses in 
Morro Bay.
“Color says a lot about a time 
period. Orange is the ‘70s, apple 
green is the ‘30s and hot pink is 
the ‘80s,” Arnold said. “You can 
find that in architecture you can 
tell when (the house) was made 
by the color it is.”
Photographs of hands, feet, 
faces and other parts of the 
human figure decorate the wall, 
while water helps reflect the 
multitude of swirling colors that 
surround the image.
Arnold uses special Altering 
and lighting techniques to 
enhance her photos.
“The gels are very techno and
computer age,” Arnold said. “It’s 
very artiflcial and manipulated.”
One photo is of a woman’s 
breast and part of her upper 
body.
"Color says a 
lot about a 
time period. 
Orange is the 
'70s, apple 
green is the 
'30s and hot 
pink is the 
'80s," Arnold 
said. "You 
can find that 
in architec­
ture you can 
tell when (the 
house) was 
made by the 
color it is."
But because the breast of 
the woman is small, some have 
questioned its masculine ap-
pearance, said Photo Option Gal­
lery Director Steve Aha.
The photo, he said, shows that 
Arnold does not adhere to the 
standards society puts on the 
size of a woman’s breast.
“When we see photography of 
women, most of them have 
(breast) jobs," Aha said. “(Arnold) 
didn’t go by those standards.”
Arnold is the first non-photog­
raphy major to have an exhibit 
in the gallery, but Aha said she 
has taken the whole series of 
photography classes and deser­
ves to be featured in the gallery.
And being in a different major 
has helped her with her photog­
raphy work, Arnold said. She 
stresses that the photos of the 
houses give a person an idea of 
the surroundings and tells a 
story.
“This is where my English 
(background) comes in because 
when you start a story you want 
to have a sense of place,” Arnold 
said.
In turn, the photography 
helps Arnold with her English 
classes.
“Analytical papers come a lit­
tle more natural now,” Arnold 
said, referring to her surreal 
I work.
When Arnold graduates she 
plans to take a trip to Puerto 
Rico where she hopes to expand 
her series of photographs of 
colorful houses.
"Both of the series are an on 
going process,” Arnold said. “I’m 
(always) creating and finding the 
color.”
The *Lost Camera* exhibit 
is in the Photo Option Gallery 
in Kennedy Library from 
Sept. 19 to Oct. 2.
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A sk about our frequent cu stom er card!
Welcome Back!
Enjoy express mexican cuisine, value priced for a 
great on-the-go meal. Conveniently located between 
Kennedy Library and the Dexter Building. Campus 
Express Club, Plu$ and cash accepted.
Poly want a taco?
Breakfast: 7:45am-10:00am 
Lunch: 10:00am-2:30pm 
Closed Weekends
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RIVERA N IE Z V E S T N Y : Russian-born sculptor and philosopher lec tu res  a t Cal Poly
From page B2
Margante Gowgani, former 
trustee for California State Sum­
mer School for the Arts, worked 
with Ambassador Hallett to 
bring Rivera to Cal Poly.
“(Rivera’s) art is very modern 
and very cultural with her use of 
vibrant colors,” Gowgani said.
Native art critics have also 
praised Rivera’s art.
“The artist, the woman, has 
become well known for _^ one 
simple reason — her paintings 
are authentic, expressed from 
her inner self, they are very com­
municative and em otional,” 
wrote Alicia Barrera Martinez in 
“Novedades.”
Galerie Director Jeanne La 
Barbera said Rivera’s paintings 
are thought provoking and in­
spire one to take a mental jour­
ney.
“Sit or stand in front of one 
and don’t ask anything of it or 
expect anything of it —just let 
the experience happen,” she said. 
“Ask yourself what emotions are 
invoked in you.”
The paintings may call forth 
memories and emotions for the 
viewers that are ditTerent from 
the artist’s own emotions and ex­
periences, she said.
“The painting itself is the 
catalyst,” La Barbera said.
Meeting the artist personally 
IS  a special benefit for students 
and others interested in art. La 
Barbera said.
“People can talk to the artist 
and ask questions — even tech­
nical questions — that you can’t 
a.sk a picture in a book or a 
museum."
'‘'VmbraleH” will be on dis­
play Sept. 22 to Oct. 30 in the 
llnicersity Union Art Galerie. 
A reception tvill be held for  
the artist Thursday, Sept. 22 
from 6 to H p.m.
From page Bl
Trautman said Neizvestny re­
quested supplies and the neces­
sary tools for sketching during 
his lecture. He hinted that Neiz­
vestny may give these sketches 
to at least a few of the attendees.
During the 1960s Neizvestny 
was one of the only contem­
porary Russian sculptors to earn 
recognition beyond his native 
country in art meccas like Lon­
don, Paris and New York.
However, Neizvestny was 
shunned by Soviet art commis­
sions because of a run-in with 
Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev 
during this time. Because of this, 
he and his wife and daughter 
carried out a humble existence.
But in 1969 Neizvestny’s luck 
changed when he won a competi­
tion sponsored by Egypt to build 
a 285-foot monument, “Lotus 
Blossom,” atop the Aswan Dam 
in that country.
After 65 attempts to obtain a 
passport, Neizvestny left the 
Soviet Union in 1976, emigrated 
to Switzerland and now lives in 
the Soho district of New York 
City. His exit came after a two- 
year wait and a lot of harass­
ment, which included the 
destruction of some of his works.
In an interview a few years 
after his departure, Neizvestny 
said he left his home country, in 
which he had become quite suc­
cessful, because of “the system” 
which he says, “simply doesn’t 
want talented people. Neither in 
culture nor in politics. It is anti­
personal.”
Neizvestny, who holds a doc­
torate in philosophy, does not 
subscribe to theories of social 
realism. His are concepts of the 
individual and the individual’s 
responsibility to himself. That is 
not to say that he believes the 
VV'est and the United States com­
pletely speak to these issues 
either.
“In Russia it is state policy; in 
the West it is mass culture and 
technological progi-ess,” Neiz­
vestny said.
It is from this point that Neiz­
vestny defines “human freedom 
(as a) relative concept.”
He talks about the Amencan 
pioneer as an example. “Because 
everything depends only on him, 
on his mind, strength, dexterity 
and will,” Neizvestny said. “He is
sic. Within his creations one will 
also see a great love for Aztec 
art.
Among the wealth of contribu­
tions Neizvestny has made is a 
150-square-meter stone monu­
ment at the Artek Pioneer Camp 
in the Crimea to honor the
"My sculpture is for people," Neizvestny said. 
"For people to look at. For people to admire. 
For people to visit. And to be a part of."
absolutely free. But on him 
weighs the heaviest burden of all 
— responsibility for choosing the 
direction of his own fate.”
Trautman describes Neiz­
vestny as being a spiritual man, 
but in the themes of his work he 
relates to man’s control of his 
own destiny.
Trautman cites a small sculp­
ture entitled “Suicide,” depicting 
the outstretched arm of a male 
figure coming back down onto its 
head with a hammer-like fist.
“This is not about physical 
destruction,” Trautman observes, 
“(but more about) evolution of 
man (and the realization that) I 
need to change; I need to do 
more.”
Neizvestny relays this human 
struggle in figures which convey 
strength through powerful mus­
culature and movement through 
imbalance.
Neizvestny has been quoted 
as saying, “Anatomy interests 
me much more than beautiful 
art.”
Neizvestny shows a natural 
asymmetry in his work. There is 
no perfect balance.
“Minor (but not total) asym­
metry creates a sensation of an 
open system of a readiness for 
change,” Neizvestny said.
Artistic influences come from 
people like Henry Moore, Rodin, 
and especially in the monument 
tradition, Michelangelo. Neiz­
vestny describes his work as 
being more romantic than clas­
A GREAT
children of the world, a crucifix 
in the Vatican Museum and a 
head of Russian composer Dmitri 
Shostakovich for the Kennedy 
Center. He also designed the 
headstone for the grave of 
Khrushchev. The two had be­
come rather close after Neiz­
vestny’s rise to fame.
Currently being designed is 
the “New Statue of Liberty” for 
the Republic of China. “Lady 
Liberty” of the West will be met 
by a male counterpart in the 
East. Depicted is a male nude, 
muscularly powerful who emer­
ges from a bed of rocks. Neiz­
vestny’s vision is to see this new 
torch of freedom carried between 
the East and the West, symboliz­
ing the dawn of a new era, what 
Neizvestny has dubbed, the 
“Pacific Age.”
It is no mystery then that in 
his native Russia Neizvestny “is 
regarded as a profit and 
philosopher” Trautman said. He 
compared his status to some­
thing like that of Gandhi in 
India.
Prior to Neizvestny’s arrival 
in San Luis Obispo he had just 
returned to the United States 
from Odessa in the Ukraine. The 
city, £is one of the cultural 
centers of Russia, was celebrat­
ing its 200th anniversary jubilee.
Neizvestny’s sculpture, “The 
Golden Child,” was dedicated 
there as a symbol of hope for new 
beginning, a rebirth, for the arts 
in that country. A Renaissance 
baby, fashioned in white Italian
marble, is shown breaking 
through a shell or a lotus blos­
som done in bronze. The figure is 
15 feet high.
Trautman confides that Neiz­
vestny recognizes the sig­
nificance “The Golden Child” 
would have in San Luis Obispo 
as well, as our cultural and artis­
tic awareness grows, especially 
with the expected arrival of the 
Pertbrming Arts Center on the 
Cal Poly campus in approximate­
ly two years. Neizvestny, Traut­
man reports, has offered to re­
create the piece for the entrance 
to the Center,
University Union Galerie 
Director, Jeanne LaBarbera, who 
has been asked to chair the now 
forming art acquisition commit­
tee for the center, says of the 
offer, “It’s a wonderful thing. (We 
will) give it all due considera­
tion.”
LaBarbera said Neizvestny’s 
visit is very important for the 
University Union Galerie which, 
as a non-profit gallery, benefits 
from the success of local commer­
cial galleries.
It is apparent from books 
written about the sculptor that 
art and life can influence each 
other, especially by a humanist 
artist and philosopher like Neiz­
vestny.
“My sculpture is for people,” 
Neizvestny said. “For people to 
look at. For people to admire. For 
people to visit. And to be a part 
of.”
The lecture is scheduled 
for Sept. 22 at 8 p.m. in 
Chumash Auditorium in the 
University Union. The one- 
week long exhibit is from 
Sept. 25 to Oct. 3 in the 
HomeFed Bank building at 
the corner of Marsh and 
Santa Rosa streets in San 
Luis Obispo. Hours are 11:30 
a.nu to 9 p.m. Readings of 
works by Russian poets are 
planned in the evening. For 
more information contact Ex­
hibit 1022, 1022 Morro Street, 
San Luis Obispo, 781-3121.
W E  R A C E  
Y O U  W IN !
Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile 
on the track is like a hundred on the street. As 
race car builders, we follow a car through its 
entire life span—often only a matter of hours.
What we’ve learned at Le Mans and 
Daytona applies directly to the way we main­
tain your car. We’ll tune it for top performance 
and make the minor repairs that can save you 
a major overhaul further down the road.
Our prices are reasonable and our
service is the best. 1 l I lS I
Racing car owners trust f S o n i l O l l  
us. shouldn’t you? U t S l M U mAuto
Specializing in Porsche. Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Volvo & VW Autos
273 Pacific Street. San Luis Obispo 643-7473
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;From page 1
Early predictions indicate 700 
more new students will be sitting 
in Cal Poly classrooms this 
quarter, according to Bonnie 
Krupp, spokesperson for Institu­
tional Studies.
Currently, 3,159 new students 
are enrolled this fall as compared 
to 2,873 in fall quarter 1993. 
Final enrollment figures won’t be 
available until October.
But statistics from Institu­
tional Studies show that 15,135
students were enrolled by the
first day of school on Monday. 
That number is almost identical 
to last year when 15,136 stu­
dents were enrolled by the first 
day of school.
Housing officials say they are 
happy with the influx of new stu­
dents.
“The halls are full,” said
Housing and Residential Life
Director Preston Allen said.
“We’re looking pretty good this 
year.”
Cal Poly students living in the
Yosesinite residence hall will also 
be sharing space with IIG Cues- 
ta students, according to housing 
officials.
Added conveniences like com­
puter on-line services in Muir 
and Tenaya halls, new campus 
eateries and different housing 
payment plans helped attract 
some new students, he said.
Administrators say the in­
crease in new students may lead 
some to believe enrollment has 
increased when it hasn’t.
“The new students are offset
by the increase in graduating 
students,” said Associate Vice 
President for Academic Resour­
ces Charles Crabb. He added 
that more students are graduat­
ing on time due to class 
availability and new students 
are taking their places.
“What we’re trying to do is 
manage eniollment,” he said, 
pointing out that this year’s en­
rollment is steady with 1993.
While individual colleges are 
still given guidelines on how
many students they can .i iit, 
the colleges can now chnot 'tie 
ratio of transfer and new in­
dents admitted each quarter
Despite the amount of cl. ice 
the colleges have, administrators 
say they are still weary of play­
ing the enrollment guessing 
game because of upcoming 
decisions by the state legislature, 
Crabb said.
“We have a challenge because 
the legislature might ask the 
Califomia State Universities to 
increase their size,” Crabb said.
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Vintage Clothing and Collectables
•  W ide Selection of * 
Haw aiian Shirts and 
50's Mi^morahilia
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•  We Iniy and sell used 501's 
We |)ay up to $10 each
• We carry Doc Martens, 
Nana and Fluevo^ shoes
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CET OUT WHILE YOU CAN.
A vailable at:
El Gorra! Bookstore
A JanSport IIASECAIHI* Account
money for this semester from Citibank.
W hether you’re an undergraduate 
or graduate student, Citibank has a 
student loan to meet your needs.
If you’re short on funds this semester, you’re 
not alone. During the 30 years we’ve been 
in the student loan business, students have 
often told us that they need extra money 
during the course of the semester to pay for 
tuition, books, and other expenses. If this 
sounds familiar, you can count on Citibank, 
the nation’s Number One student loan 
lender, to provide you with the best financial 
aid products and services with these 
important benefits:
■ No payments while you are in school
■ Low interest rates
■ Loans for students of all incomes
■ Monthly payments as low as S50
■ No penalty for early repayment
■ You don’t have to be a current Citibank 
customer to qualify!
The faster you respond, the faster we can 
get you the funds you need. O r call us at 
1-800-692-8200, ext. 594. Call today, 
and we’ll get an application out to you the 
next business day!
Call 1-800-692-8200 ext. 594
T *  ^student loan now!
•  Send me more information and an application for the following Citibank student loans:
"I All Federal Stafford Loans
(for undergraduate and graduate students)
“ I Federal PLUS Loan
(for parents of dependent students only)
1  Citibank Graduate Loans 
Field of interest
SOCIAL SECURITY < .YOU ARE c u r r e n tl y  T  AN UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT 1  A GRADUATE STUDENT YE AR OE GRADUATION
Mail this coupon to: Citibank (NYS)
P.O. Box 22948 
Rochester, NY 14692-7085 C IT IB A N «>
[ l U í i í i
Student Advance I'ickets
I ' o i u l  t h e  W  e t  S p r o e k e t :  $ 1 2 . 5 0
r i i e  P r e t e n d e r s :  $ 1 4 . 5 0A vaHahle at the \ S l  'I'idrt Office in the //ra,” Rer-Invents Center
Doors 
Open at 
700PM
*Show 
Starts at 
8:00PM
Admission advance tickets are $16.50
^32333■ n w w in
_ _ _ _ _  -------------------- ^
20% OFF ALL j
DRYCLEANING ARTICLES
• CCXJPON M U ST BE P R E S E N T  
• E X P IR E S  OCT. 31, 1994 
• NOT VALID W IT H  A N Y O T H E R  O FFE R
541 ■ 0672
3 3 '^ ea jrs ó x p e r te jn v e  
öc^ u ip m en i
/
v -
n
H T SYSTEMS present entry level PCs at affordable prices. All 
systems come with 14"SVGA monitor--DOS & WINDOWS S.ll 
induded.
Intel/486-DXS3 DX50 0X2^66 Pentium60-90 
I /  51499 51,399 51.299 51,999-2.599
 ^All basic systems include: 256k Cache\T-B MB, 4MB RAM, 
420MB HD, Dual FD, FREE 3 buttons mouse.
r© plffiiiß© OIT'd©!?
1 -800-500-7074
I S  SADDLE UP ^
ENGLISH RIDING AND JUMPING LESSONS 
NOW OFFERED AT
PASO ROBLES 
EQUESTRIAN CENTER
• Student Discounts
• Carpools Available
• Great Lesson Horses
For Information Contact:
J o h n  V o g e l 
2 3 7  - 9 7 8 1
WELCOME BACK MUSTANGS!
T I ie r e ' s soM crhiN q n c w  ín  t o w n .ruppfps^ . t h e  barber s h o p .^
Not youR IatIier's bARbER shop
FUsh youR 
STudcNT I.D.
For 2 bucks 
off, Tknouqk 
HaUoween 
'9 4 .
5
ñ
S pccÍA liz ÍN q  ¡N $10 C U p p cR  C u ts :
F ades  •  S n p s  •  F U t  T o p s  •  B v i i  C u rs
ALWAYS FREE WITH ALL CUTS:
S o o T k iN q  S liA M p o o  •  C o N d ÍT Ío N ÍN q  •  B lo w  D n y  
S T iM u lA T iN q S c a lp  M assaqe  •  B c a n d  /  M o u s T a c k e  T r im
In tI ie  LaquNa Villaqs SkoppiNq C enter, uniere 
MadoNNa Road ANd Los 0«>s Valley Road m e h .
I ?560 Los Osos Valley Road 
San Luis Obispo CA 95405 
d05.549.0448
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Students avoid past financial aid obstacles
By Ajoy Bhambani
Doilv 8toii Wiilei
The majority of Cal Poly stu­
dents receiving financial aid as­
sistance this quarter have found 
the process to be less difficult 
than in the past.
“We’re in a lot better shape 
this year,” said Associate Direc­
tor of Financial Aid Mary Spady. 
“I think it’s been a real good 
start.”
The Financial Aid Office offers 
assistance to students through 
federal and state grants, institu­
tional scholarships and loans.
In the last two years, students 
have had problems with getting 
their government checks. The 
Financial Aid Office also closed 
for a two-day period last October
because officials needed to catch 
up on paperwork. The increased 
number of people who had ap­
plied for financial aid caused the 
backup, according to officials.
Despite last year’s problems, 
students say they’ve had less dif­
ficulty receiving their financial 
aid checks this year.
“The lines have been a lot 
shorter this year than they were 
last year,” said business junior 
Paul Goldstein. “I haven’t had to 
wait more than five minutes in 
line.”
Financial aid officials agreed.
Even though the amount of 
applications increased by 20 per­
cent and the number of awards 
given out went up by 40 percent, 
Spady said things were running
"I have a Cal Grant but the 
money didn't come in. But (the 
Financial Aid Office) supple­
mented it with a university 
grant."
All Mehdizadeh
Com puter engineering junior
smoothly.
“Our service has been on the 
up, we’re doing our best to keep
up pace,” Spady said. “I don’t an­
ticipate we’ll be closing this 
year.”
State grants have also in­
creased to $1,584 — $174 more 
than last year’s sum. However, 
federal grants have remained the 
same.
Spady did say problems will 
occur. Every year, some students 
don’t fill out the application right 
or they leave out required paper 
work, she said, adding that this 
can delay processing time.
Computer engineering junior 
Ali Mehdizadeh ran into that 
problem. Mehdizadeh, who 
transferred from a community 
college in Cupertino, had not 
submitted all the required infor­
mation for his Cal Grant.
“I have a Cal Grant but the 
money didn’t come in,” he said. 
“But (the Financial Aid Office) 
supplemented it with a univer­
sity grant.”
Spady credited the quicker 
turnaround to a new service 
which cut down the paper work 
for Stafford loans. This shor­
tened processing time from six to 
eight weeks to two to four weeks.
Spady said that for students 
who have not received their 
money in time, they can request 
an emergency loan at the Finan­
cial Aid Office. Emergency loans 
are given for amounts up to 
$300, she said. Students with 
special circumstances can re­
quest more.
“ W h e r e ’s  t h e  s p o r t s ? ? ! ! ? ”
Don't panic, please. The sports section will 
make its debut tomorrow and will run every 
Monday, Wednesday and Friday this quarter.
( A llt -O k N IA  K U Y I K  H N K  S I A I t  U N I V t k S l I Y  S A N  U) IS O B ISP O
M u s t a n g  D a i l y
Join us as the Mustangs trot into Division I.
C D C C  TR A F F IC  O  r K E E  S C H O O L  •
YES... A CHANCE IN  EVERY CLASS
• Comedy 
Teachers
• Videos
• No Tests 
DMVlk.«0KU3
OFF
Our Already 
LOW PRICE 
w/lhis ad_________L _ l
1-800-Y-NO T-FREE
(1 -8 0 0 -9 6 6 -8 3 7 3 )
OPERATED BT COLLEGE STUDEffTS
SLO QjU-^ 0^  lU
A Simple Church That Believes:
• In The Lord Jesus Christ
• The Bible Is God’s Word
• People Count
SUNDAY SEPT. 25TH  
FREE Welcome Back BBQ 
After College Hour!
Cenerai
Hospitjl
)ohnK>n Ave.
french
HcHptuI
Church Services:
• Sunday Morning 9:00 am 
and College 10:30 am
• Sunday Evening 6:00 pm
College Bible Study:
• Wednesday Night 7:00 pm 
(1364 San Marcos Court.)
For More Information Call the Church at 543-3192.
Wednesday Night 
Bible Study 
1364 San Marcos Ct.
Augusta St.
Church O f The Nazarene 
^  3396 lohnsun
Unity
FREE BUS PICKUP 8:30 am In Front of Vista Grantde Sept. 25th, Oct. 2nd, 9th.
James Arthur 
Cheryl Barnard 
Paul Bjork 
Darrell Brinkman 
Steven Byrne 
Renee Cameron 
Craig Chrisney 
John Doyle 
Lance First 
Neal Florine 
Greg Forester 
Gregory Fowler 
Andrew Hinkleman 
Stuarte Hirose
Price Waterhouse llp
WELCOME BACK MUSTANGSI
We look forward to discussing 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES!
From the Alumni 
of Cal Poly. San Luis Obispo 
Price Watehouse llp 
California Offices
Gayle Hoch 
Brian Jemelian 
Mark Joseph 
Darrin Jones 
Karen Kaku 
Scott Law 
Laura Lee 
Greg Louie 
Bret Magpiong 
Scott Maxwell 
Tod Metes 
Evan Meyer 
James Mitchell 
Leslie Morel
Andriana Mutolo 
D. K. Nguyen 
Kenneth Page 
Maril Pitcock 
Debbora Powers 
Rhonda Ratekin 
Tim Ridout 
Brad Sher 
Matt Soares 
Leslie Stumpf 
Kimberly Taylor 
Grant Trexler 
Stuart Walker
CCAT
Central Coast Area Transit provides. . .
DIRECT BUS SERVICE
LOS OSOS 8  CAL POLY
I Í  CAI POIY / SAN lUIS OBISPO 11
m
il n  1
BAYW OOD PARK •
R O U T E  1 1
LOS OSOS .  CAL POLY .  SAN LUIS OBISPO
BAYWOOD PARK /  LOS OSOS TO SAN LUIS OBISPO
AM AM
Santa Ynez& lOthSf. Lv. 7:00 los Osos Volley Rd. & Foolhill BIvd. 7:26
Santa Ysabel& 14th St. 7:05 Foothill BIvd. & Patricio 7:30
El Morro & 2nd St. 7:08 Cal Poly @ University Union 7:36
Los Osos Valley Rd. & Pine 7:13 County Government Center 7:46
Los Osos Valley Rd. 7:16 S. Higuera St. @ Margarita Ave. 7:56
@ Great Western Savings S. Higuera St. @ Tank Farm Rd. Arr. 7:59
SAN LUIS OBISPO TO BAYWOOD PARK /  LOS OSOS
PM PM
S. Higuera St. @ Hind St. Lv. 5:05 LosOsos Valley Rd. 5:48
S. Higuera St. @ Margarita Ave. 5:08 @ Great Western Savings
County Government (enter 5:18 Los Osos Valley Rd. & Pine 5:51
Cal Poly @ University Union 5:28 ElMorro& 2ndSt. 5:56
Foothill BIvd. @ Patricio 5:34 Santa Ysahel& 14th St. 5:59
Santa Ynez& 10th St. Arr. 6:04
FARE: $1.25 * Punch Passes ovoilable ot ASI office. Discount Prices for Students, Faculty and Staff. 
•  CCAT Info: 5 4 1 -CCAT • QuesHons? 7 8 1 -4 4 7 2  •  Rideshoring 5 4 1 -CARS
G O O D  FUN • G O O D  V A L U E S
G O O D W IL L
RETAIL STORES
712 Marsh St. SLO 
Mon-Sat 10-6, Sun Noon-5 
Thurs. ‘til 8 PM
W AREHOUSE O U TL E T
870 Industrial Way, SLO 
Mon-Sat 10-4
NIPOMO SWAP M EET  
O U TL E T
Fri, Sat, Sun 8-3 
Donations also accepted 
Mon, Tues, Thurs 8-12 PM
DONATION CENTER S
Open 7 Days, 10-5
Arroyo Grande, Atascadero, Morro Bay, 
San Luis Obispo, Paso Robles, Cambria 
Open Fri, Sat, Sun 9-5
HOME PICK-UP:
5 4 4  - 0 5 4 2
A c J c e p t e d  a t
m o r e  S c h o o l s
t h a n  y o u  w e r e .
V/SA
s b ia  roto
i .  ^
I t ’s
•y^ 3u. t o  b e .
C  v ia *  U  S A . In c .  1994
A  DIRTY CAR 1$ A  DIRTY SHAME
^elf service
AR WASH
393 Marsh St. we recycle
(next to certified auto) O U R  W A T E  R
> 'ÍXáltAL* 
W  SOUND
1
FESTIVAL 10
Jean C laad t Vaa Damme 
Tom Hanks 
M e lan ie  G rittilh  
C harlie  Sheen
-------------- DOUBLE FEATURE■
-------------- miH-------
HWY101. BTWN OAK PK. A BRISCO RD.
TODAY'S BARGAIN 
PERfORMANCES 
IN (PARENTHESIS).
481-7553
ATWKOPIB) o'sow“ ' 
AF0IIBTGUMr(PG-13) 
AMUM0Nn(PS-l3) 
ATUMINAlVB0aTY(P6-13)
DOUBLE FEATURE- 
-WITH----------
John O 'Banlon 
W h o o f I G oM beri 
H antson  Ford
----------- D0U8U FEATURE-
------------------- WITH---------
COLOR Of W6HT ( I)  
ASU(IPllTWIST0fTATI(PO-13) 
THE UTTU BASCAIS (PG)
THE MASK (PG-13)
A THE JUDAS PROJECT (PG-13)
A CORIHA, CORRIHA (PG)
A CLEAR AMD PRESENT DANGB (PG-13) 
A THE MOT KARATE KID (PG)
A AMDKE (PG) __________________
(11:50 2:10 4:45)7:40 9:50 
(2:00 5:00) 8:00 
(11 JO 1:55 4:30)7:30 10:00 
(11:40 1:45 4J0) 7:25 9:40 
(12:10 4:45) 9JO 
(2:35)7:10 
(11J 5  3:15)7:05 
(1:10 5:00)9:00 
(11:45 1:50 4:15)7:20 9:30 
(11 JO 2:00 4:30)7:15 9:55 
(2:00 5:00) 8:00 
(12:40 4:50)9:00
T E L E C O M M U N  I C A T  I O N S
Excellencethe world over
\ Northern Telecom and BNR Inc. Where people are reaching 
i out to meet the challenge of bringing the world together 
I through communications... all in the spirit of leadership, inno- 
I vation, dedication, and excellence.
I If this is the kind of environment in which you want to build 
j your career, don’t miss this opportunity! The most exciting 
careers in telecommunications are now within reach! We will 
be holding an Information Session on October 12,1994.
Interviews will be scheduled on October 13,1994.
Please contact your placement office for complete information.
nofthorn fof acorn BNR®
The research subsidiary 
of Northern Telecom
Northern Telecom and BNR Inc. are Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action 
Employera and are proud to maintain a drug and smoke free workplace.
Now Make A Card Your Personal IbudL
Wb now have IbudhScreen G ree tin g  so you can create a 
greeting card with a personal message... printedright here in the store!
It’s easy. Just touch the screen to get started. Then 
make your selection fix)m our wide variety ofTbuch-Screen Greetings cards. Add your 
own message by filling in the blanks. Or write the entire 
card yourself!Each card is $3.50 and
w
printed on recycled paper.
• • 1 • •
TflucIScrecB Creetiiigs 
EIG)rral iSSl Bookstore
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FRESHMEN: Transition to college is by nature confusing, but orientation eases the stress
Fronn pcige 1
“I just want to do really well 
in college,” she said. “But I’m 
definitely going to have to go to 
bed earlier.”
Following a quick-paced lec­
ture about atomic structure from 
Biology professor Peter Jankay, 
Strauss squeezed out of class, 
took a deep breath and promptly 
put a smile back on her face.
Strauss realized that it was 
time to get serious.
“This is like a slap in the face 
after WOW,” she said. “It’s hard 
to come from WOW, which was 
like one huge weekend, to this. 
This is going to be a big adjust­
ment.”
“Entering freshmen often deal 
with what we call transitional 
stress, just like seniors who are 
leaving,” he said.
“Freshmen are dealing with 
homesickness, separateness, old 
and new relationships — and 
basically just trying to get them­
selves organized.
“We see about 400 to 500 
entering freshmen a year. They 
begin to wonder, Ts this the 
place for me? ‘ “
Aiken said the WOW program 
really helps students in the 
orientation process.
“WOW does an excellent job in 
supporting students,” he said. “ I
"it's  all about finding a balance. There are so many 
things that I want to make time for, like exercising and 
volunteer work, but I also want to get good grades. I 
think as soon as I settle into a routine, I will feel a little 
less cautious.^^
Jen Strauss
Biology Freshman
Like many other freshmen on 
their first day of class, Strauss 
did her fair share of wandering 
and navigating — but proudly 
made it to her next class on time. 
While dodging bicyclists and 
waving to her fellow WOWies, 
Strauss said she thinks she 
knows what it takes to be suc­
cessful in college — but is unsure 
how to go about doing it.
“ It’s all about finding a 
balance,” she said. “There are so 
many things that I want to make 
time for, like exercising and 
volunteer work, but I also want 
to get good grades.
“I think as soon as I settle 
into a routine, I will feel a little 
less cautious. I’m not nervous, 
but I just want everything to 
work out.”
Strauss is one of 3,700 new 
students on Cal Poly’s campus 
making the transition from high 
school to college.
Jim A iken, d irector of 
Psychological Services, said not 
all students are as lucky as 
Strauss.
know students are better off if 
they’ve gone through the WOW 
program.”
Lisa Shoberg, a 1994 WOW 
board d irector , said the 
program’s structure enables 
freshmen to make the transition 
from high school to college more 
easily.
“We start with a group of 
about 20 people, who, at first, 
don’t know each other, but at the 
end of the week, you really get to 
know each other,” she said.
“By offering two orientation 
counselors, most questions about 
school, the campus and the com­
munity are answered. It is a 
really personal support group.”
Strauss, whose WOW coun­
selors got engaged during the 
WOW-O-Rama on Monday night, 
said participating in WOW 
benefited her in many ways.
“Love was in the air,” Strauss 
said. “We all got along so well. 
After today, all I can say is thank 
God for WOWies.”
art prints &  jew eh ^
i all n ext week!
^  V '
^ p t e ^ e r  26
mM fpnC o/ the
\
“■V-s Bc»k5t!b[e.
OPEN
a year
"3
'  % i  vV.s
¥iS ÿii: 
•>j¥:
i  '^ïcw
Two 18 Hole Miniaturii6<^Coursel  ^ Go-Girts (Two-seaters, too!)
■^ 1^  Hard & Soft ball Batting Cages Wet & Wild Bumper Boats
"^ 1^  8,000 sq. ft. of the Hottest & Most Advanced Video Games on the Coast
Just 3 0  minutes to the most fun on the Central Coast!
Special Club Rates! 
Show Cal Poly ID... _ 
...B u y  /, Get 1 FREE!
O om clO t P o r k  • 2250 N Prelsker Lane, Santa Maria, CA 93454 • (805) 928-4942
Discover A Career 
In Management 
Consulting With 
Price Waterhouse.
Wc will hold jn  information session 
and reception at Cal Poly SLO.
October 3, 1994 -  Staff Dining Facility
Session begins promptly at b:.iO p.m. 
Please RSVP by calling 2 !3 /2 3b-3 111 
ext 909. RSVP is not required but is 
appreciated.
Interviews will be conducted on 
Oc tober 20 and 21, 1994 
For more information contac t the 
Plac ement Center
Graduation is approaching You're caught up in the 
e\citc'ment ol embarking on a promising and c hallenging 
carc't‘r. fou want to succcx'd in thc‘ comfH'titice 
environment ot the nineties and Ix'vond.
Price W'iitc'rhouse prcnidt's vou with the' opportumh to 
excel in the dec ades ahead Our Management Consulting 
Serxices (MCS) offers a dynamic atmosphc're for gaming 
prac tical business exfH'nenc e and tec hnical know Uxige.
As a new M('5 Information TcKhnologv consultant, vou will 
participate in an extensive training program, combining 
self-study with hands-on experience We help develop 
your skills so that you mav continue our tradition ot 
providing the highest quality information technology 
services to clients from Boston to Bangkok. %
If you are among the best and the brightest in an analytical 
major (MIS. Accounting/Finance, Computer Scienc e. 
Engineering. Math, etc.), we invite you to come meet with 
us and learn why you should consider joining Price 
Waterhouse.
Lcx)k to a bright new future with MC'S and discover w hat 
the nineties hold for you.
Price Waterhouse. 
Committed to our Clients. 
Ccymmitted to the future. 
Committed to you.
Price Waterhouse l l p  #
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
Used Qotliinf
Fli t  Unusual
Imports
Unique
Cards and GiftsFÜLLCIRCLE
888 Monterey St. 
San Luis Obispo 
5 4 4 - 5 6 1 1
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d i t
The Best
Selection of Plants 
Blooming & Green 790 and up' 
The Best Selection of 
Baskets and Wicker 
The Best Prices on Everything!
• Handpainted Ceramics• Stoneware• Decorator Items• Unusual Gifts• Pool &  Spa Supplies
• Silk &  Dried Flowers• Planted Baskets• European Dish Gardens• Ideas Galore dr More!
VFREE
Terranium Plant w ith AD! 
(students only)
Receive 10% off all yedr round in Gift ond Pbnt depoiliilnfs oily.
We Surprise You - Because Of Our Name!
COASTAL POOL CENTER •  265  A PACIFIC ST.
Off Higuera, one block below Marsh.
Mon. - Sot. 9:30om - 5:30r 543-9308
U s
sjfteitsís
WEICOME::.
First Meeting September 28 
Wednesday at 8:00 PM in Poly Theatre
7 5 6 -S K IS 756-S K IS
Ato.
Fox Broadcasting Co. executive talks TV: the new fail season
By Lynn Fiber
Assa io ted Piess_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
LOS ANGELES — Sandy 
Grushow is suffering a TV execu­
tive’s chronic malady: a case of 
nerves as he awaits viewer reac­
tion to Fox Broadcasting Co.’s 
new fail schedule.
But It could have been worse. 
The network programming head 
narrowly missed competing with 
his onetime Fox mentor, QVC 
Chairman Barry Diller, whose 
merger bid with CBS recently 
fell through.
It was, G rushow  a ck ­
nowledges, like dodging a bullet.
“I actually felt just that way,” 
he said. “He’s quite a competitor. 
I have no doubt that part of the 
fun for him would have been 
going in there and trying to 
figure out a way to make our 
lives at Fox that much more dif­
ficult.”
Diller might have cast a 
sizable shadow over what Fox 
Broadcasting clearly believes is a 
pivotal year, one in which it 
nabbed National Football Con­
ference and National Hockey 
League broadcasts and affiliates 
from its Big Three competitors.
It is Grushow who acts as 
programming puzzle master for 
Fox owner Rupert Murdoch. Put­
ting “Models Inc.” on the air, 
taking the respected but low­
rated black sitcom “Roc” off the 
air — and taking heat for it — is 
part of his job.
The 1994-95 season, his third, 
reflects  his stew a rd sh ip . 
Grushow can point to successful 
series created during his tenure, 
such as “The X-Files” and 
“Living Single,” or salvaged by 
repair, as with “Melrose Place,” a 
youth ensemble drama reborn as 
a soap opera.
A native of Rego Park, N.Y., 
who moved to Beverly Hills with 
his family as a teen-ager — 
"southside, an apartment,” he of­
fers — Grushow didn’t grow up a 
'TV junkie intent on a small- 
screen career.
It was Diller, then-chairman 
of Fox Inc., who plucked 
Grushow from Fox’s film adver­
tising division six years ago and 
made him part of Murdoch’s fled­
gling, and struggling, Fox Broad­
casting team.
“The company had lost $99 
million the previous year,” 
Grushow recalled during an in­
terview in his office, where a 
“Star Wars” poster and family 
photos serve as sole decoration. 
“There were rumors that (parent 
company) News Corp. was about 
to pull the plug.”
Grushow entered as head of 
marketing, promoting a scant, 
two-night network menu that in­
cluded the short-lived informa­
tion show “Beyond Tomorrow” 
and the more durable comedy 
“Married ... With Children.”
He and then-Fox executive 
Pam Satterfield went fishing for 
viewers with a creative radio ad 
strategy that proved successful. 
A couple of years into the job, 
however, he suggested to his bos­
ses it was time for a change.
“I woke up one morning and 
called Barry Diller, Jamie 
Kellner and Peter Chemin and 
said if I had to cut another 
promo for ‘Totally Hidden Video’ 
that I would blow my brains out.
“They said, ‘Please don’t do 
that.’ Shortly thereafter, I was 
named the head of current 
programming and scheduling.”
"It's an important point to moke 
in considering the evolution of 
Fox: one the things (the com­
pany) really believed in was to 
bet on young, inexperienced 
people who've never done the 
jo b ."
Sandy Grushow
Fox TV  executive
That was November 1992. 
Grushow was 32 years old and 
was moving, untried, into a new 
realm in the company where he 
had spent his entire professional 
life.
“It’s an important point to 
make in considering the evolu­
tion of Fox: one of the things (the 
company) really believed in was 
to bet on young, inexperienced 
people who’ve never actually 
done the job,” he said.
“Diller’s conceit was if you’ve 
done the job for three or five or 
10 years, you’re probably stale.... 
Better to bet on somebody who 
can bring fresh perspective and 
energy to the table,” Grushow 
said.
That energy was focused on 
reaching Fox’s target 18-49 
audience and others that 
Grushow says had essentially 
been ignored by network 
television.
“The younger audiences, the 
ethnic audiences, male audien­
ces. Audiences disenfranchised 
by the Big Three,” he said.
Fox’s approach has carried a 
fair amount of peril. There have 
been varied and persistent 
criticisms of its black-oriented 
series: as buffoonish (“Martin”); 
well-intended but canceled 
prematurely (“South Central”), 
or with a cast integrated at the 
expense of black characters (the 
new series “M.A.N.T.I.S.”).
Grushow, quick to defend 
Fox’s record on minority 
programming, believes the at­
tacks are rooted in deeper 
problems.
“I think for years ethnic 
groups have been underserved 
and underexposed on network 
television, and there’s a lot of 
anger, hostility and frustration 
that’s pent up when that hap­
pens,” he said. “Objectivity tends 
to be obscured.”
His regrets, he says, are can­
celing worthwhile shows that 
should have made it but couldn’t 
attract an audience, such as 
“South Central” or the witty 
“Bakersfield P.D.”
Clinging to its alternative TV 
approach. Fox has added more 
dramatic series this season to 
compete with the other networks’ 
comedy-heavy hours. In addition 
to th e  a c t i o n - a d v e n t u r e  
“M.A.N.T.I.S.,” other new offer­
ings include the family drama 
“Party of Five” and the police 
series “New York Undercover.”
Is Grushow concerned that 
the viewers who embrace a 
randy “ Marri ed ... With 
Children” might balk at such 
seriousness?
“I’m nervous about everything 
this time of year, so the answer 
is yes,” he says. But he adds: 
“Our audience still has a very 
clear sense of what we are. 
There’s no other broadcast net­
work that has had such a strong 
identity as this company has and 
continues to have.”
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Queue.
Peace Corps Reps at SLO
Information Booth 
Thursday, Sept. 22 
Farmers Market 
6 - 9  pm
Special Event
TG IF Peace Corps Get-Together 
Friday, Sept. 23 at 5 pm 
SLO Brew on Garden Street
For more information contact your campus rep 756-5017 or call Peace Corps (800) 424-8580
Save 10% Save 10%
Plead.
Threaten.
Curse.
El Corral Bookstore
BOOK C l u b
-  The card is free  -
10%  Savings now available to our best customers on purchase o f  all General Books. Use your card dr Save $$
•  Textbooks N O T  included •Card dr Club rules available a t Customer Service Counter
Read.
Relax.
MusdvngDaiiy
The only college tradition worth the hassle.
a lL t h & t  glitters n
■O
A ' 1
o o
W e  buy used jew elry
A Appraisals 
A Custom Designing 
A Financing Available 
A Specializing In Wedding Rings 
A Jewelry Repair While You Wait 
A Watch Batteries & Watch Repair
544-4367 T
Mon. -  Sat. 10-5:30 • Closed Sundays 
279D M adonna Rd. Plaza • San Luis
Save 10% Save 10%
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A  Naturai Apotljecary
- for mm, women, &  cf;ilòren
Aromatherapy Specialists
♦ Usiw^  l(k  Purest Essential Oils 
for persomlized blending
^ Massage & Hair Care Services
• . ‘1 Committed to Cruelty Free 
Personal Care sstiiAil?
Unique Gifts
0 §  M ost Product R ef ills O
IH/elcome Back Poly
Come by and chech out our Student Suruiual HiLs H 
1050 Broad Street. San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
N O  A N I M A L  
INGREDIENTS
Wfmt
545-9344
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-  T U I T I O N  -  $ 5 0
Open or add to your Campus Express Club ' If you deposit $50 or more you'll also be 
Account by the end of September and you'll 
be eligible to win one quarter's In-State 
Tuition or up to $150 in Textbooks!
E X P R E S S  D E P O S I T  S T A T I O N S  A T  E L  C
entered in a drawing to win $50 credited to 
your Campus Express Club Account.
O R R A L  & C A M P U S  D I N I N G  L O C A T I O N S
■\s
OPEN OR ADD TO YOUR ACCOUNT WITH AS L in iE  AS $5
01
CAMPUS E^XPRESS^  
CLUB
Bank of America
O p en  A  College  
C h eck in g  Account A n d  You’ ll
►  A S50 discount coupon on full, unrestricted roundtrip airfare from 
Southwest Airlines
►► No monthly service charges from June-August through 
graduation—up to 15 months*
►  No fee for cash withdrawals at over 5,()()() Vl:KSATl:LLER* ATMs 
in the West
►► A no-annual-fee BankAmerieard' credit card when you qualify^
^  And a FREE WATER BOTTLE!
C o m i c  i n  i c > a  B a n k  o k  A m e r i c a  
B r a n c  h  k o r  I > i : i a i k s  T o i >a y !
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WILSON____________
From page 9
Despite that difference, both 
have called for some similar ac­
tions.
Both, for example, believe the 
federal government must beef up 
the Border Patrol so that it can 
stop people from crossing.
Both also have called on the 
federal government to reimburse 
California for the costs of provid­
ing health, education and wel­
fare services to illegal migrants, 
as mandated by federal law.
But on several key issues they 
differ widely.
Wilson supports Proposition 
187, which would end state 
education for illegal immigrant 
children and such things as 
prenatal care for pregnant 
women.
“We’ve got to get rid of that 
magnetic lure,” his deputy chief 
of staff, Leslie Goodman, said 
Wednesday.
Brown, who calls Prop 187 a 
horrible idea, says it would 
create a permanent underclass of 
illiterate, or perhaps diseased, 
migrants.
“Kathleen Brown thinks the 
real solution is to increase the 
employer sanctions currently on 
the books,” Whitehurst said. 
“Wilson is silent on that issue.”
Employer sanctions were the 
much-ballyhooed solution to il­
legal immigration, begun as part 
of a landmark 1986 immigration 
act that gave amnesty to 
thousands of people here illegal­
ly.
Brown accuses Wilson, then a 
senator,' o f supporting the 
provisions of that act to ensure 
that California’s influential farm 
interests had a steady supply of 
poorly paid farm workers.
“He fathered the problem and 
then ditched it when the going 
got tough,” Whitehurst said.
But Wilson contends he sup­
ported the 1986 law because he 
felt, in balance, its good points 
outweighed its bad.
However, its bad points — 
mandated services for migrants 
— have since caused an over­
whelming cost burden to the 
state, Goodman said.
“Things that worked in the 
early 1980s aren’t going to work 
now, when the impacts have 
grown so much,” Goodman said.
Brown strongly supports 
employer sanctions — penalizing 
an employer who knowingly 
hires an illegal immigrant.
Wilson supports employer 
sanctions only if borders also are 
beefed up and migrants given a 
tamper-proof identification card.
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Pans
$190
London $275' 
Amsterdam $319' 
Madrid $409* 
Costa Rica $255* 
Tokyo $260* 
Boston $184*
•Fares are each way from los  Angeles based on a 
rojneinp puchase Restrictions apjaFy and t « e s  noi 
rck jded  Call for other vtorldwide destinations
Council Ik’avd
903 Embarcadero del Noite • Isla Vista, CA 93117
805- 562-8080
Eurailpasses
is s u e d  o n - th e -s p o t !
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HAITI: Written protest sent to Haitian leaders
From page 1
“Nothing must block this light 
of peace — neither violence nor 
vengeance, guns nor provocation, 
impunity nor retaliation,” exiled 
President Jean-Bertrand Aris­
tide said in a ceremony on the 
steps of the Pentagon. “Peace 
must flourish in Haiti.”
Aristide’s statement muted 
his objections to allowing Cedras 
to remain in power through mid- 
October and to possibly remain 
in Haiti afterward.
Fleets of helicopters, planes 
and amphibious boats kept ferry­
ing in the American troops Wed­
nesday. Shelton expected up to 
10,000 troops by day’s end, not 
including the 1,000 military 
police.
“(The) use of unnecessary 
force is a matter of concern to 
us,” the general told reporters 
W ednesday m orning. “The 
(Haitian) military and police 
have not had to deal with such 
large amounts (of people). They 
are not trained in crowd control.”
Shelton spent 75 minutes in­
side Cedras’ headquarters. He 
came out and said Cedras had 
agreed to cooperate in reining in 
his soldiers and police.
H aiti’s m ilitary-installed  
governm ent banned street 
demonstrations “to avoid the 
chaos and the bloodbath so evi­
dently desired by some.” The ban 
was generally ignored Wednes­
day.
U.S. Embassy spokesman 
Stanley Schräger criticized the 
ban as anti-democratic. He and 
several pro-Aristide groups also 
called for order, asking Haitians 
to wait to demonstrate until the
full 15,000-member U.S. force 
was in place.
U.S. troops late Wednesday 
occupied the Camp d’Application 
in suburban Petionville, where 
such heavy equipment as six 
V-150 armored vehicles, 40mm 
and 20mm anti-aircraft weapons, 
anti-tank weapons and artillery 
is stored. The equipment was to 
be “rendered inoperable,” and a 
U.S. Special Forces battalion 
would share the barracks with 
Haitian soldiers.
“There’s not going to be any 
more coup d’etats in Haiti,” 
jubilantly declared one neighbor, 
65-year-old Marcel Emile.
Soldiers from the base helped 
lead the 1991 overthrow of Aris­
tide.
American soldiers should be 
fanning out into the countryside 
by Friday, trying to train tradi­
tionally repressive rural police 
and soldiers how to do their jobs 
in a more professional manner.
Humanitarian aid to Haiti 
also will increase sharply as U.S. 
soldiers are deployed, the U.S. 
ambassador to the United Na­
tions, Madeleine Albright, said 
Wednesday.
She reiterated that the United 
States will not ask the U.N. 
Security Council to lift the 
economic embargo that has crip­
pled Haiti until the coup leaders 
step down and Aristide is back in 
office.
To try to separate the Haitian 
p o lice  from  the p eop le , 
camouflage-uniformed American 
soldiers from the Army’s 10th 
Mountain Division laid a double 
roll of concertina wire in front of 
their posts at the seaport.
Who loves ya, baby?
mustang daily.
D o n 'l Space, Man!
Catch all your important messages 
with a National Cellular's
Pager!
LOWEST 
MONTHIV/STATEWIDS 
SERVICE • ACTIVATION REOUÍR80
NATI
21GI BROAD •  5HN LUIS OBISPO •  S43-BS00
C L A S S I F I E D
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Campus Clubs
W6BHZ
Cal Poly Amateur Radio Club 
Meeting Tonight at 7:30 
Engineering Building 20 Room 127
Announcements 
*GARAGE SALE*
Sunday Only 8-5 Furniture, house­
hold. dolhirig, tools, toys • TONS!
775 Del Rk> (oti Diablo) SLO
20% OFF AH Name Brand Sunglasses 
with Student I D. - RayBan. Revo, 
Hobie, BIk. Flys, Scotts and more!
THE SEA BARN • AVILA BEACH
BE A KCPR DJ
Applications available 
at KCPR (26-201)
Due S e ^  25th 
lor more into call 756KCPR
50% OFF ALL WOMEN S SWIMWEAR 
Point Conception, Raisins, Daffy 
Tango Rose. We Have D-DD suits! 
t h e  s e a  BARN • AVILA BEACH 595-2142
Announcements i- Wanted
HORSES-HORSES
English Riding And Jumpir>g Lessons 
Now Ottered At Paso Robles Eques. 
Cenler in Paso Robles. Carpools 
available. Student discounts.
Call John Vogel at 237-9781
-----------Pfi5ITIflM§fiPEFi-----------
ASI FINANCE COMMITTEE 
•SCIENCE & MATH ‘ ENGINEERING 
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 
UU217A DEADLINE 9/30/94
Greek News 
SIGMA KAPPA
Get excited for Saturday night! 
We are going to have an awesome 
time!!
ZK Welcomes
The Fall Pledge Class ot 94'. Get 
ready for a great year ahead!!
WANTED HP11C/15C CALCULATOR 
+/- MAN 756-1147/543-1895 WALT
TALENTED ME MAJOR who wants an 
entrepreneurial SR. PROJECT 544-1065
Services
SCORE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 Pts 
GRE214 Pts 
LSAT 7.5 Pts
PRINCETON REVIEW (805)995-0176
Entertainment
WESTERN DANCE LESSONS 
Starling Srat.27 and again Oct.25 
At Crops Science Building. Beg 
6:30pm 1st night only Inter 8pm.
No Partners needed »20/4 Classes 
For more info, call 934-0301
Opportunities
III CAUTION III
Make No Investments Or Provide 
Banking or Credit Intormation 
Without Investigating Advertisements 
In The Opportunities Section
EASY MONEY
Corp /  Private Sector Grants 
YOU ARE ELIGtBLE FOR $1000 
No GPA/Financial Need Rec^ired 
Unlike Loan - No Payback Req.
No Risk-Money Back Guarantee 
FOR INFO 1(800) 73 GRANT
Empioyment
GREAT JOB
ON CAMPUS TELEMARKETING 
CALLING ALUMNI/PARENTS, EVES. 
$5.10/HR+BONUSES,AVG=$6.50PLUS 
CALL CRAIG 756-6448 8-5PM
HOUSEHOLD HELP
In excharige for a free Apt. 
rtear campus. Available in Dec. 
ried c
, i
a mar ouple or 2 students 
544-02001I even only
at
s»l
HOW CAM OOR TIME BE OP 
I  jo sT  0(0 t>4E f ir s t
PROBLEM OW TMIS 0U\1! 
WUERE 0(0 TWE TIME GO??
GUESS.' GUESS.' P\C\C (^DöM 
NUMBERS.' MMBE A FEW 
WILL BE RIGHT SHEER 
LUCRf IB.' 104.' 3.'27.'
I
HAND IT IN, CAL'IIN. 
TOUR TIMES UP
r
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DONT FORGET 
WE HAVE A BET 
ON WHO GETS 
THE HIGHER
GRADE
THE BETS 
OFT.' I
don’t
GAMBLE.' 
NO BETS.'
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Empioyment
HELP WANTED!
MUSTANG DAILY PRODUCTION 
It you're proudly anal retentive and 
detail oriented, then the Mustang 
Daily needs you* Openings available 
tor pasle-up/production people 
Call X1143 & ask lor Jane Wooding 
or stop by Graphic Arts Bldg «226 
It s FUN and you GET PAID!
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-Earn up 
to $2,000+/month working on 
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies World travel Seasonal 
& Full-Time employment available 
No experierKe necessary. For 
more information call 
1-206-634-0468 Ext C60051
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-Make 
up to $2,000-$4,000Wmo. teaching 
basic conversational Er^glish 
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S 
Korea Many employers provide 
room & board ♦ other benefits 
No teaching background or Asian 
languages required For more 
information call (206) 632-1146 
Ext. J60051
SKI RESORT JOBS-Hiring lor many 
positions lor winter quarter.
OVER 15,000 openingsIFor more 
inlormation call (206)634-0469 
Ext. V60051.
For Sale
MAC PLUS 2.5 K INT 40 MG HARD DRV 
$300 EXL COND CALL SYO 528-0154
Rental Housing
STUMBLING DISTANCE TO CAL POLY. 
2 GIANT BEDROOMS. 2 FULL BATHS. 
CEDAR CREEK CONDOS 544-5370.
Homes for Sale
FREE LIST ot all HOUSES & CONDOS 
FOR SALE IN SLO Farrell Smyth Ry^ 
Steve Nelson"*543-8370*’ *
P S W  Voted SLO’s
Best Pizza
I  z  z  ^  8 Years Running
if ail these specials aren’t enough.
Witness the Awe-lnspiring Majesty of...
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3'topping Pizza
1000 Higuera St. 5414420
Not good wilh other coupon» or offer», one coupon per pi z?».
$2" OFF
X  2 S
VJ
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16” or
Medium 12" Pizza
one or more topplnes
1000 Higuera St. 5414420 |
Not good with other coupon» or offer», one coupon per pizM. 
exp. 10/31/94
tfinCTHIlf /*• ”10 ^ 5
Our Custom-Made 
Pies Feature:\xCr Baker)'-Fresh Wliolc Wlieal or Wliite Crust Thick, Zesty Sauce CCt’ Mounds of Mozzarella ( j^  Mountainous Toppings
! . .
LUNCH SPECIALS;
12" Wilde Bread /w  cheese. 
2 Brother Tom’s Salads.
2 Rll-U-CarvOrInk sodas
RII-U-CarvEat PlzzTand 
RII-U-CarvDrlnk soda
$ S » 7  (11am-3pm weekdays, no delivery)
+tax +tax
SLICEORAMA
SUPER Slice. Brother Tom’s Salad. ^ ^ 5 0  
Rll'U-CarvOrlnk soda 9 3 +tax
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LARGE 16" 
2-topplnfl Pizza
ir?r TURstisy
$102 Medium 12" l-topplmt Pizzas
Hoppy Hourv
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LARGE 16" 
l-toppine Pizza
1000 Higuera St. 5414420
Not good with other coupon» or offer»; one coupon per pizza, 
___  tax not included; exp. 10/31/94
1
1 2 * »
1-topping Pizza
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420
Not good with other oou|>on> or otTers; one coupon per pizza, y  
___ tax not uieluded; exp 10/31/94 ____
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2 Medium 12*'
1 -topping Pizzas
1000 Higuera St. 5414420
Not good with other coupon» or offer», one coupon per pizza, 
tax not included, 0/31/94 I
$2" OFF
<H)
LARGE 16»? or 
Medium 12" Pizza
one or more toppinfis
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 _
Not good with other coupons or offer», one coupon per pizza, .
tax not included, exg^lO/31/94 J
$3« OFF
I  a s <S>
LARGE 16« 
3-topping Pizza
$9 994>tax
1000 Higuera St. 541-4420 INot good with other couptms or offer»; one coupon per pizza, 
exp. 10/31/94 I
LARGE 16** 
2-topping Pizza
„ 1000 Higuera St. 5414420 I
Not good with other coupons or ofTen; one coupon per pizza, 
tax not included; exp. 10/31/94
